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CHAPTER I

INI ODUCTION

Most people have a right and leE:t hand, one of which is usually prefer:-.:
to the other f..r making differe kinds ... plex. For .
acout 90% of the populat.ion exhit-t a pre ce for the right hand (Bars.
1970) It therefore seem.s ntuitiveiy ov ius t'at ti degree ot man'al
e.t- erity would vary witsn ;aredness r(' a dMaS<ity the ý.umar. hopuia'._,Ma_

What rma ns consid,_rabiy Less ocv"ous is the roe f týhe d... .'
between the two hands and toe conditions under which these differences
manifest themselves. Since many types of equipment are designed for o
handed operation, designers often attempt to determine if a particular h

optimally suited to the task, and then attemot to work around this constrai.
However, it would be much more useful to determine the precise nature (f the
difference between the two hands. After this is accomplished, it should rc,
possible to predict when and how asymunetries between the hands would affect
performance on a variety of tasks.

Aircraft controls provide an excellent example of an arena that wcuil:
benefit from such research. Since mOst people are right-handed, the prinazy
flight control in light aircraft (the stick) is optimized for use by this-
hand, while the left hand controls the throttle(s). In larger aircraf, t- -

pilot and copilot are present and a somewhat different control method Is
employed. Either of them can control the aircraft using a yoke, a device
vaguely resembling a steering wheel with attitude control, one of which
located directly in front of each operator. The throttles are !orated betwer.-
the two pilots and are shared by them. This layout has been standard fo .
over fifty years.

Some newer military aircraft (notably the General Dynamics F-16 Falcon)
have shifted the stick from its traditional position betwee-i the pilot's kne..
to the right-side console, providing greater support for the pilot's arm
during high-G maneuvers, reducing fatigie, and increasing instrument paneL
visibility. This arrangement has worked well in single-seat aircraft and hrAs
been readily accepted by their pilots. Recently, this design change has .-een
implemented in larger aircraft crewstation designs (NASA and Lockheed-
Georgia's concept flight station, and the Airbus A320 transport) [Wiener and
Nagel, 19881.

One possible problem with the introduction of sidestick controllers intc
these aircraft i,3 that the concept of a shared, centrally-located throttle
control has been maintained. This means that to avoid the necessity of
operating both the stick and throttle simultaneously with the same hand, thr.
conmand pilot's stick has been shifted completely to left-handed operation.

1 i i



Given that the average pilot has t',rA.. . -

his personal irefe en<e) a hs spe.s.'..iv_.
this hand before upgrading - he c . s., . : .i ., -

hand stick seems to iti

ConverZ:s atLI.or-s wit I i c~ who nl v 'ý). i~v_::• s.; wl::,.:3 fl". ý;t '![ I g . .

traditionally designed heavy aircraft (with yo•:.) v . e

conventional cockpits, the transitlon between s'Iat i:.. is a Oet J,.2

trepidation. Such trepidation may stem from the fatt ..
usually still fly primarily with the right and, urn; tasks reqsire
adjustments while making precise control moverents (e.g., la:.u:, . ,: ..

refuelings) . The transition from flying predominant rV gLt - J:.de- to

predominantly left-handed is usually accomplished easily in prictice;

pilots believe that they fly equally well with either hand ,:fet e .

adjustment is made. This belief is difficult to substan-tiaei , however, :J

may well stem from the fact that with yoke, pilots can use both handsn

controls during any condition in which power-set r.g diiations are
recui red.

The fact that the most experienced fliers (l st ivariatyv the oý

pilots) take control of aircraft in emergency co;eL
interesting and practically important questions. a pot

really able to fly equally well with both hands? * wi t e.

affected by emergencies? Most research on performance during eergencies
shows that people revert to their earliest training ir. tee cases. The

pilots of side-stick aircraft all have their earliec-t tra iing in flying
the opposite hand. Are control reversals probable? What 1s te nature ct the

performance decrement that can be expected using the c4c:"reterre-d handl

To date, these questions have not been adequatily dddressgd, A maor

goal of the present investigation is therefore to help obtarin some of t

needed answers. In Chapter II, the various current hypotheses regarding

cause or causes of performance differences between hands are discussed.

Chapter III provides some necessary background on the topic of motor
programming, while Chapter IV does the same for the control of aimed

movements. Chapter V gives a general overview of the experiments to be

performed during the course of this study, the equipment to be used, and the

present data-analysis procedure. Chapter VI presents the first of four
experiments, a test of hypotheses that the source of hand differences involves

the execution phase of movement. In Chapter VII, a second experiment

investigated the possibility that the differences between hands involves a

motor-programming process. Chapters VIII and IX detail experiments that

further investigated the nature of the programming process. in Chapter X, a

general discussion of all data gleaned during this study is presented.

The goal of the experiments performed here was tc determitne which of tne

various hypotheses regarding hand differences is correct. The obtained data

show that none of these hypotheses provides a good explanation. A new theory

based upon the preferred hand's greater consistency in making similar
movements is presented and discussed.

A second goal of the present experiments was to investigate the motor-

programming process per se. There are many highly disparate theories

regarding the nature and organization of this process. The data obtained here

2



are consistent with s elements of several past theories, but do not
precisely duplicate those of any single study. However, the obtained data al-
highly consistent with a hierarchically-organized, serially-executed
programming process.



CHAPTER II

HANDEDNESS

To compare the relative performance of each hand, it is first necessary
to understand why one hand is preferred to the other. The source of hano
preference in humans is difficult to explain satisfactorily. Why do
individuals exhibit a marked bias toward one hand over the other? What is the
nature of the performance difference between the two hands?

Answers to these questions are not obvious from an evolutionary
perspective. Right-handedness is almost universal in homo sapiens; it is a
characteristic of all cultures, suggesting a biological rather than social
basis. However, bilateral symmetry is by far the norm in the rest of the
animal kingdom. While some lower species may have a minor tendency to favor
one appendage over another, only in man is there marked propensity to favor
effectors on one side of the body. Other species may also show some cerebra:
asymmetries of function, but in no case do these approach those found in
humans (Corballis, 1983).

Cultural Accounts of Handedness
Given these considerations, some researchers have postulated that

development of a dominant hand is a relatively recent cultural phenomeno•n
associated with the introduction of edged weapons and armor in battle
(Fincher, 1977). Since the left hand was needed to hold a shield (thus
protecting the left side of the body in general, and the heart in particular),
the right was free to perform the more complicated task of wielding a sword or
spear. Warriors who fought in such a fashion may have been more likely to
survive combat than those who adopted the opposite strategy, thus passing on a
tendency toward greater use of the right hand to their offspring in a
Darwinian "survival of the fittest" process (Fincher, 1977). This trait could
have been further strengthened through social pressure on the non-conformist,
left-handed minority to behave in the more accepted pattern. Evidence of
social pressure still exists today in the English language, which retains the
pejorative connotations of the French and Latin words for left (gauche and
sinister, respectively) (Glass, Holyoak, and Santa, 1979].

Archaeological evidence, however, suggests that the preceding account is
probably not a valid explanation of the original source of hand preference.
Well before sword and buckler became the weapons of choice, ancient Egyptian
tomb paintings dating back six thousand years show most people engaged in
right-handed tasks (Hicks & Kinsbourne, 1978). Coren and Porac (1977)
examined 1,180 pieces of artwork dating back to 15,000 B.C. from all over the
world and reported that some 93% of them depicted the use of the right hatnd.
Analysis of tools dating back to the Upper Paleolithic (about 35,000 B.C. to
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8,000 B.C.) also show patterns of wear consistent with right-handed use
(Semenov, 1964). Similarly, tools from an even earlier period (Lower
Paleolithic---50,000 to 100,000 year ago) exhibited wear patterns
corresponding to use by the right hand. Even going back some 2 million yeŽars,
there is evidence that humanity's ancestor, Australopithecus, was right-
handed. Remains of both this species and baboons suggest that some of then
died in combat as a result of crushed skulls (Dart, 1949). In these cases,
the skull of the loser was usually damaged on the front left side or the right
rear, suggesting that the opposing rock wielder had used his or her right
hand. This supports the position that handedness is not a recent phenomena
tiel to the march of technology, but rather stems from some other source.

While it is conceivable that right-handedness evolved with the early use
of tools by humanity's primitive forebears, it is also puzzling why there wds
no accompanying structural development of the preferred arm into a more us<:f.I
form (such as the specialized claws of the lobster) [Lang, Govind, & Costel!,:,
1978]. In humans, the hands are almost perfectly symmetrical; the asyrrmetry
is functional, not structural. This suggests that the source of hand
preference may be at the cerebral level.

Some researchers have argued that there is a link between the developmenrl
of the speech center in the left hemisphere and right-hand dominance in rmanual
tasks. Hewes (1973) believed that language was initially based upon various
gestures, with the more dexterous right hand normally used for this task.
Supposedly, this led to the development of specialized structures and
processing modes within the left hemisphere for controlling communication ana,
eventually, speech. However, Hewes gave no explanation for the underlying
cause of greater right-hand dexterity. Calvin (1982) suggested that Hewes
might have the order of development backward; right-handedness probably first
manifested itself in throwing accuracy, and this practice in temporal
sequencing lent itself well to the modulation of speech patterns.

Regardless of the initial cause of lateral asymmetry in human beings, it

is universally acknowledged that such a condition now exists. The nature of
this asymmetry is, however, less accepted. Little agreement has been reached
about what originally led to the performance difference between the hands,
what the difference is caused by, and how it expresses itself. The underlying
cause of handedness is beyond the scope of the present research and will not
be discussed further here. Such information is much less useful than an
understanding of the nature of the difference between hands; most of us are
manually lateralized and there is probably no way to alter this fact.

What we now need is knowledge about the nature of the difference between
the preferred and nonpreferred hands that will be useful in areas such as
equipment design. In what types of movements or situations do hand
differences arise? Can tools be designed to reduce the disparity between
hands? Answers to these questions could greatly aid in the design of future
manually-controlled systems. Thus, the following sections focus on hypotheses
concerning how performance with the preferred hand differs from that with the
non-preferred hand.



Hypotheses About Hand Differences in Manual Performance

Examination of the literature shows that most of the hypotheses about
performance asymmetries between the hands fit into one of five related
categories.

1. The ability of each hand to make fine manual movements is a function
of the primary processing mode employed by the cerebral hemisphere controlling
that hand.

2. The mechanism controlling the preferred hand is significantly faster
at processing visual feedback obtained during the course of fine movements.

3. The left cerebral hemisphere of right-handed individuals is uniquely
specialized to deal with sequences of actions.

4. The mechanism for controlling the preferred hand is superior in the
regulation of force variability within a movement.

5. The only difference between the hands is that the preferred hana has
had more practice on most tasks.

Hypotheses #2 through #4 could each actually be special cases of
Hypothesis #1. Only Hypothesis #5 is qualitatively different from the
preceding four. Each of these hypotheses will be discussed below in a
separate section.

Processing Modes

The cerebral hemispheres seem to be specialized in terms of function,
with the left (in right-handed individuals) optimized for serial information
processing and analytical reasoning, while the right excels at spatial tasks
and uses parallel processing (Glass et al., 1979). Since the contralatera!
cerebral hemisphere exerts primary control over each side of the body, the
right hand should be (and is) superior at tasks involving sequential motor
operations and those necessitating feedback control (Lomas & Kimura, 1976;
McFarland & Ashton, 1975; Nachson & Carmon, 1975; Peters, 1976; Wolff,
Hurwitz, & Moss, 1977). In contrast, left-hand performance should be superior
in tasks involving spatial discrimination and position reproduction (Nachson &
Carmon, 1975; Roy & Hodgson, 1977; Smith, Chu, & Edmonston, 1977).

It is possible to evaluate the contributions cf cerebral processing mode
to differences bet,;een preferred and nonpreferred hands by comparing the
performance of various subject populations. Different relationships between
preferred hand and processing mode should lead to different performance levels
between subjects. These differences have, however, not been fully tested yet.
Todor and Doane (1978) noted that most studies of hemispheric specialization
in motor performance have used only right-handed individuals, so the cerebral
organization of subjects corresponded to the left (sequential processing)
versus right (parallel processing) dichotomy. Left-handed subjects, however,
may exhibit either the same organization as right-handed subjects or have
their hemispheric dominance reversed. If this cerebral dominance is not
assessed, the relationship between motor control and hemispheric
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specialization in left-handers may be obscured. The existence of ambilaterals
(those who exhibit no marked hand preference) further compounds this problem.
In many motor tasks, such subjects perform as though they have two
nonpreferred hands, doing worse than subjects who are lateralized to either
side (true left- or right-handers).

Recent evidence has indicated that, based on their relative proficiency

with each hand, ambilaterals can be divided into two subgroups: a)
ambisinistrals, who show poor performance in motor control tasks with both
hands, and b) ambidextrals, who have performance levels equivalent to the
dominant hand of lateralized subjects when using either hand (Doane & Todor,

1978). Ambisinistrals are believed to exhibit less hemispheric specialization
than ambidextrals do.

Todor and Doane (1978) hypothesized that if performance differences
between the two hands stem from the processing modes of the controlling
hemispheres, then motor performance in ambidextrals (but not ambisinistrals)
should exhibit the pattern typically associated with hemispheric
specialization. Regardless of which group a subject belongs to, his/her
preferred hand should show a marked superiority for movements requiring
e:xtensive feedback control (a process involving both serial and analytical
reasoning), while his/her nonpreferred hand should excel when the movement can
be performed using a completely preprogrammed motor plan (taking advantage of

the contralateral hemisphere's superiority in spatial tasks).

To test this hypothesis, Todor and Doane (1978) performed a study with a
Fitts' (1954) reciprocal-tapping task involving three groups: strictly
lateralized subjects, ambidextrals, and ambisinistrals. For strongly
lateralized subjects, the nonpreferred hand did better in conditions requiring
little feedback, while there was no difference between hands in conditions
requiring feedback control, possibly due to a practice effect. The
ambisinistral group exhibited no significant difference between hands, while
the ambidextrous group's results approximated those of the lateralized

subjects (the left hands of right-handed and ambidextral subjects had superior
performance in conditions involving the greatest amount of preprogramming).

Unfortunately, the work of Todor and Doane (1978) raises almost as many

questions as it answers. If hemispheric specialization is a key factor in
preferred-hand performance, why do ambidextrous subjects perform equally well
with both hands? Why was no advantage demonstrated by lateralized subjects in
the condition involving greater feedback control? Explanations in terms of
different cerebral processing modes do not answer these questions well and do
not adequately account for performance asymmetries between preferred and non-

preferred hands of lateralized subjects. We must therefore look elsewhere for
an explanation.

Visual Feedback Processing

Another possible hypothesis to explain differences in performance between
the preferred and nonpreferred hands concerns visual feedback processinq.
Flowers (1975) argued that the performance advantage for the preferred hand on
precision pointing tasks may stem from higher processing speed during the

continuous control phase of a movement. For example, consider the task of
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bowing while playing a violin (Flowers, 1975). This action requires

continuous feedback monitoring in which the output of the motor system is
essential for making precise responses. The movements may be relativeiy
simple, but are limited in accuracy by the maximum speed of the serial
corrections (Craik, 1948; Poulton, 1969).

To test his ideas, Flowers (1975) conducted a series of experiments with

left- and right-handed subjects as weil as ambilaterals. These subjects
performed a Fitts' reciprocal-tapping task and a rhythmic tapping task. For

lateralized subjects, significant performance differences occurred betw.een the
preferred and nonpreferred hands in visually-cor.trolled aiming tasks
(reciprocal tapping), but none were present during strictly ballistic
movements (rhythmic tapping). This is consistent with Flowers' ideas.
Apparently, a critical difference in the movement-control process involves the
sensorimotor feedback loop, where some processing transmits feedback
information to the motor system. Ambilaterals did not exhibit the same
pattern as lateralized subjects, having a lower level of skill with each hand

regardless of their normal preference. This suggests that neither hand in
ambilaterals has developed the faster sensorimotor monitoring achieved by the
preferred hand of the lateralized subjects.

Following Flowers' study, Roy (1983) examined the visual-feedback
processing hypothesis by having right-handed subjects perform a serial
pointing task with both their preferred and nonpreferred hands. Subjects
pointed to a series of target symbols with a pencil under two conditions. ½n
the first condition, they moved as quickly as possible to the target while
attempting to be accurate; in the second, they tried to be as accurate as
possible regardless of speed. The results further supported the visual-
feedback hypothesis; the nonpreferred hand displayed an approximate 80% loss
in accuracy during the high speed condition, while the accuracy of the
preferred hand decreased only 45%. Roy inferred that the higher movement
velocity reduced the time available to make corrections, yielding a
commensurately greater effect on the hand connected to the hemisphere less
adept at processing visual feedback.

To investiqgte this phenomenon more fully, Roy and Elliot (1986) usec a
single-aiming task and a wider range of movement times. One condition in the

study involved removing visual feedback during the positioning task. A
steeper slope in the speed-accuracy trade-off function was found for the
nonpreferred hand (performance fell off faster), suggesting that the superior
performance of the preferred hand stemmed from more rapid feedback processing.
However, removing the visual feedback did not eliminate the preferred-hand
advantage. This strongly suggests that the nature of the performance
difference between the hands does not stem merely from differences in
processing such feedback and must involve another aspect of the movement-

control process.

Movement Sequencing

Another possibility is that the advantage of the preferred hand may lit
in more rapid transitions between sequential elements of a movement. Many (if

not most) studies of performance with the preferred versus nonpreterred hands
have used repetitive finger- or stylus-tapping tasks. The usual result has
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been an advantage in tapping speed (the rate of back and forth movement) for
the preferred hand. For example, Kimura and Davidson (1975) studied right-
handed subjects who made tapping movements with the eight joints in each arm
(the five fingers, wrist, elbow, and shoulder). Their results showed that
each joint differed in overall tapping speed, but not in degree of asymmetry.
The preferred effector always exhibited higher tapping speeds.

The observations of Kimura and Davidson become even more interesting when
they are compared to experiments performed on split-brain monkeys. In the
monkeys, distal movements are mediated by the contralateral side of the brain
(the left hemisphere controls the right hand), but movements with more
proximal musculature are primarily controlled ipsalaterally (Brinkman &
Kuyper, 1972). Since there was no change in the degree of asymmetry between
proximal and distal joints in the Kimura and Davidson study, the difference
cannot lie within the motor cortex.

Yet the situation is not as clear as one might like. Other studies of
rapid finger tapping have led observers to different conclusions. Todor and
Smiley-Owen (1987) had subjects perform a finger-tapping task with both
preferred and nonpreferred hands. Here, significant differences occurred in
the inter-tap interval, the duration of key closure, interval between force
peaks, and the variance of the force-peak intervals. The preferred hand
tapped faster, and the difference in tapping speed occurred at least partially
because the subjects were able to change direction faster at the end of each
keypress. Previous studies by Peters (1980), Todor and Kyprie (1980), and
Kimura (1977, 1979) have also indicated that preferred-hand tapping advantages
arise during the movement phase in which direction reversals are made. Since
the differences seem to be in the phase of the tap cycle requiring postural
transitions, Todor and Smiley-Owen (1987) concluded that the preferred hand
and its associated cerebral hemisphere are more att ned to performing
sequences of actions.

Another test of the movement-sequencing hypothesis has been conducted by
Provins (1956), who investigated performance on a series of three tasks that
varied in level of motor complexity. At the lowest level, the task was to
make graded contractions of the finger-flexor muscles. The second level
required alternate contractions of the finger flexors and extensors with the
interval between the contractions of antagonistic muscle groups being as short
as possible. The highest complexity level involved not only a particular
order for the contraction/extensions, but also a critical time interval
between them. For the simplest movements, there was no difference between the
preferred and nonpreferred hands, while for any task that required the timing
of component parts of the movement, a highly significant hand effect appeared.
Provins (1956) suggested that this effect did not stem from some inborn
characteristic of the brain or the muscle system, but was determined largely
by training and environmental factors. Supporting this contention, he
observed that when no previous practice on similar tasks was likely to have
occurred, there was no difference between the preferred and nonpreferred
hands.
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Force Variability

Hand differences may also be explained in terms of a force variability
hypothesis. According to it, there is greater variation in the nonpreferred
hand's ability to moderate and control the intensity of the impulses sent to
the effector muscles. This possibility is supported by the work of Todor and
Cisneros (1985). They noted that requiring either speed or accuracy alorne in
simple movements does not always produce significant hand differences. S-ch
differences often appear only when accuracy demands for rapid movements are
increased, with an increase in the overall level of task difficulty (Flowers,
1975; Sheridan, 1973; Steingruber, 1975; Todor & Doane, 1977) . For example,
Annett, Annett, Hudson and Turner (1979) reported that most of the performance

differences between the preferred and nonpreferred hands depended on the
required degree of accuracy rather than on movement amplitude (target width
rather than movement distance.) Detailed analysis of movements has shown that
the nonpreferred hand moves relatively slowly during the positioning phase of
aimed movements (when small corrective submovements are required), while the
preferred hand moves much more quickly (Annett et al., 1979). Analysis of the
type and number of errors suggests that this result is not a function of
movement duration; it seems to stem from greater frequency of corrective
movements with the nonpreferred hand. Perhaps the higher accuracy exhibited
by the preferred hand during aimed movements is a function of lower output
variability.

This hypothesis also fits well with the motor-output variability model
proposed by Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, and Quinn (1979). According to
it, the output of the muscular system contains noise that causes trial-to-
trial deviations in the terminal accuracy of a movement. The variability of
the movement is directly related to the amount of force involved. Since
faster movements require more force, they should therefore exhibit greater
variability and larger errors. To achieve greater accuracy in final

positioning movements, lower force levels must be used, resulting in longer
positioning times for the more variable hand.

Todor and Cisneros (1985) performed several studies that strongly

supported these contentions. They found slower nonpreferred-hand movements
during rapid aimed movements. This resulted primarily from an increase in the
time spent in the terminal, homing-in phase of the movement, especially as the
size of the target decreased. When error rate was tightly controlled, major
hand differences occurred during the later phases of movement, presumably as
error corrections were being performed.

Another complementary experiment by Roy and Elliot (1989) using a serial
tapping task investigated the effects of varying movement time, movement
distance, and visual feedback. Their results indicated that the nonpreferred
hand was generally more variable than the preferred hand under all conditions,
with the difference becoming more pronounced under the no-visual feedback

condition. Again, this supports the variability hypothesis at least
indirectly, in that the condition allowing the fewest corrections (no

feedback) yielded the greatest performance decrement. Unfortunately, these
results also support the feedback-processing hypothesis as well, so no clear-

cut conclusions can be drawn from them.
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Practice Effects

A final hypothesis to explain the superior performance of the preferred
hand is simply that people use this hand more often and are therefore morr:

highly trained to perform specialized tasks with it. Some support for the
practice hypothesis has been provided by Peters (1976). After prolonged
practice (1300 10-second trials), the tapping speed of the nonpreferred hand
reached the same rate as that exhibited by the preferred hand. The
variability of the intertap interval, however, remained significantly higher

for the nonpreferred hand and seemed immune to practice effects. Also, a
later study by the same investigator indicated that when both hands were given
similar amounts of practice, both improved, with the relative performance
difference between them remaining fairly constant. Consequently, the practice
hypothesis, like all the previous ones, has some serious limitations.

Conjecture for Research

While several higher cerebral functions are strongly lateralized in
humans, the case for handedness is much less clear-cut. Most investigators
agree that preferred/nonpreferred hand differences do exist, but it is
difficult to determine exactly when they occur and what their source is. Of
the several competing hypotheses that attempt to account for hand differences,
none can muster overwhelming experimental support. When it is available, such
support often seems consistent with several opposing hypotheses.

I believe that none of the existing hypotheses regarding
preferred/nonpreferred hand performance is adequate to explain known
phenomenon. Instead, a new one is required. For example, some work by Meyer,
Smith, and Wright (1982) may be helpful here. They proposed that the level of
neuromuscular "noise" within a given movement is a function of the duration
and amplitude of the movement, and therefore no difference should exist
between hands unless these parameters differ across them. This proposal may
be correct, but not go far enough. There may be a background level of
neuromuscular noise within the system that is slightly higher for the
ncnpreferred hand than for the preferred. Such noise could be separate and

distinct from the noise produced as a function of the force parameter.
Differences between the hands would then occur only when the level of

background noise is high relative to the strength of the force pulse, just as
one only notices background hiss on an audio tape player when the signal
strength is relatively low.

If this analogy is correct, significant differences between hands should

emerge only when very small movements are made or when movements are made at
very low velocities. Under these conditions, the "signal strength" of the

force pulse would be at a very low level compared to the baseline noise levels
within the system, and differences between the hands should then be

significant. As a result, more submovements should occur for slow continuous
movements, since the interference from the high noise level would cause more
frequent interruptions of the movement signal, and thus more inadvertent
halts. Greater endpoint variability also should result under these
circumstances, since the noise would adversely influence the standard
deviation of the force pulse. The latter situation should become increasingly
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apparent as the width of the target decreases and the amplitudes of the final
series of required corrective submovements diminish.

My conjecture is similar to the force-variability model in some respects.
If I am correct, however, the larger number of corrective submovements
exhibited by the nonprEferred hand i3 not a function of greater overall
variability within the entire movement, but only within the corrective phase.
As target widths decrease, the size of the final corrective submovements
become smaller, as do their force pulses, and the effect becomes more
pronounced. Large ballistic movements would be only minutely affected under
my conjecture, while they are affected by the same relative amount as small
movements in the force-variability model. This goes far to explain why the
ballistic portion of the movement does not seem to be strongly affected by the
presumed variability between the hands.

Summary

The six hypotheses presented here can be subdivided into two basic
groups: 1) those that attribute the handedness difference to the programming
phase of movement; and 2) those that attribute it to the execution of the
movement. To understand the manifestations of these differences, it is
necessary to have a firm understanding of how controlled movements are both
prepared and executed. These topics are covered in Chapters III and IV,
followed by reports of some experiments designed to test the alternative
hypotheses further.
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CHAPTER III

MOTOR PROGRAMMING

Motor programs form a basic building block of many movement theories.
They were originally postulated by Lashley (1917) to account for the movements
of a patient who had complete anesthesia of the lower back. The patient could
control the extent of his leg movements with almost normal accu-acy, and make
rhythmic flexions and extensions, though all afferent pathways had been
severed by a gunshot wound.

Following this discovery, the most widely accepted definition of a motor
program was provided by Keele (1968). He described motor programs as sets of
muscle commands that are structured before a movement sequence begins, and
that allow the entire sequence to be carried out uninfluenced by peripheral
feedback. This is a strict interpretation of the program concept; a somewhat
more flexible position is that though a movement can be made without feedback,
it need not be. The motor program thus can be regarded as a general plan for
movement (Sheridan, 1984).

Motor theorists have proposed that the preparation of a motor program
involves a process in which the spatial and temporal parameters for a movement
are selected depending on the initial state of the motor system and the
purpose of the movement (Rosenbaum, 1980). The initial parameters are
supposedly translated into commands for the particular effectors to be used in
the movement. These commands control the biomechanical and kinematic
properties of the movement. This is the basis of the parametric model of
motor programming (Lepine, Glencross, & Requin, 1989).

The parametric model has been challenged on three major points. First,
the control of every possible movement by an appropriate program implies that
the instruction register for such a program is of unlimited size. This
objection may be eliminated by postulating that a hierarchical structure
exists, with an upper level consisting of a limited number of basic movement
prototypes and a lower level at which these fundamental structures are
modified to fit existing conditions. These prototypes have been variously
termed "generalized entities" (Schmidt, 1980), "abstract (nonmotoric)
representations" (Keele, 1981), "actioni plans" (Paillard, 1982; Requin, 1980),
and "movement prototypes" (Rosenbaum, 1983).

A second criticism of the parametric model involves the translation of
the program into specific muscle commands. The existence of such a stage is a
necessary component of the model, but it cannot be directly observed. The
nature of such a translation and how it occurs are totally unknown.
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The third criticism of the model concerns its assumption that the progra:m:
relies on the same physical and geometric variables used by observe-s to
describe the movement. This constraint seems somewhat arbitrary at best
(Lepine, Glencross, & Requin, 1989).

Most experimental evidence compiled to support the parametric model of
motor programming has been derived from two types of techniques: 1) movemenrt
precuing, and 2) movement priming. Both these techniques are based on the
assumption that the programming process can be subdivided into distinct
components, each of which is of measurable duration. When partial informatirn
regarding a forthcoming movement is provided to the individual, analysis of
reaction time then permits conclusions to be drawn about the nature of the
programming process.

The Movement-Precuing Technique

The movement-precuing technique was originally developed by Rosenbaum
(1980). In studies using this technique, the experimenter first selects a set
of responses that differ orthogonally with respect to v values on each of d
dimensions, providing vd possible responses. As in traditional choice-
reaction experiments, a unique stimulus is associated with each response.
When the stimulus is presented, the subject has to react as rapidly as

possible by producing the appropriate response.

The difference between this technique and more traditional ones is that,

shortly before the presentation of the stimulus, advance precue information is
given to the subject about all, some, or none of the defining values of the
response to be produced. For example, regarding a given movement, information
might be provided about the arm to be used, the direction to be moved, the
extent of the movement, or some combination of these. The reaction time for
the subsequent stimulus is then assumed to be a function of three elements:

RT = a + b + c.

Here a is the time to identify the stimulus, b is the time required to specify
the values on all dimensions of the movement not given by the precue, and c is
the time to evoke the response.

Using the movement-precuing technique, one may determine whether the

information required to construct a motor program must be specified in a set
order and, if so, what that order is. For example, suppose reaction times
were significantly shorter when information regarding a particular dimension
"Y" of the required movement was contained within the precue, but this
reduction only occurred when information about dimension "X" was present as
well. Then this would imply that values on "X" must be specified before those
on "Y" in planning the movement. If information about either "X" or "Y"
decreased reaction time, regardless of whether other information was present,
then this would suggest instead that these two dimensions do not have a set
order of precedence within the motor program. Finally, if each dimension
facilitated reactions only when the other is present, this would mean that

they must be specified in parallel, not serial, order.
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To test these alternative•p-s..b.... s, Koserbaum (1980) presented
subjects with precue and stimulus irnrormation tor a button-pressing task. TZne.

task involved three movement di:nun-nn n: darM, dieCtiOn, ar d ext.ent .T.O-
precue symbol contained three Letters, r•pzj:resenting various dimnsiouns ot t.
movement to be performed: for tne arm: si:mensin, L (left) and R (r ight!; r

direction, FKforward) and B(backward); and fOr distance-, N (near) and D

(distant). If information about only ne dimension was presented in tr.",
precue, the appropriate letter came in the center of the screen, preceded at,,
flanked by an "X". When two dimensions were precued, two informative 1e t-'_
appeared along with an "X"; three informative letters appeared when all
dimensions were precued. The subsequent movement stimulus was a colored dot
centered in the .PAlower half of the visual field. The dot's color

corresponded to the color of a buttan to be pressed.

The manual apparatus used in this study is depicted in Figure 3.1. .Ho,-,

the circles represent the buttons that the subjects had to press for the
response stimulus, and the squares represent "home" positions on which thu
hands rested before the start of each trial. The farther buttons are olignt y
larger than the nearer ones to maintain a constant index of movement
difficulty (cf. Fitts, 1954).

With his procedure, Rosenbaum (192'0) showed tha:t precuing any single
dimension or combination of dimensions significantly reduced reaction time.
He concluded that arm, direction, ana extent were specified in serial order,
but that this order was not invariant. If the order ý been i:variant, orny
the higher-level precv:es would have facilitated r. n :.-: time; a parallel
structure would have required the same am-n'-.• at processing time in all cases.
A model with a hierarchy in which arm, Oirection, and extent are specifies in
a top-down serial order thus was rejected.

Instead, Rosenbaum proposed a distinctive-feature programming rmotel in
which movement dimensions are specified independently of one another. Here
any dimensicn may be prespecified, without affecting the others, decreasing
overall reaction time by a certain decrement. For example, when performing
the same movement with each nand, the arm dimension would simply be
reprogrammed from left to right. using a hierarchical model, the same change
might require complete reprogramming of the movement.

Subsequently, however, a series of very similar studies conducted by
Larish and Frekany (1985) provided little support for Rosenbaum's position.
These investigators found that the programming of direction required more time
than did the programming of either arm or extent (which were equivalent).
Also, information regarding direction was required before information
concerning movement extent or arm had any value. This latter result suggesis
a hierarchical representation within the motor program.

The pattern of results in the Larish and Frekany study also sungested
that program elements were processed in parallel, rather than serially, since
there was no difference in reaction time between conditions in which one, two,
or all three parameters had to be specified. This again confli-g with
Rosenbaum's original study, which suggested serial processing. Larish and
Frekany suggested that subjects may completely preplan several movements whe.n

the number of alternatives is small (a dimension-reduction hypothesis in wr:h:c
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FIGURE 3.1: Apparatus for Rosenbaum's Movement
Precuing Studies---circles represent buttons
to be depressed in response to the stimulus
and squares are the home positions for each
hand. Buttons were sized such that all
possessed an equal index of difficulty value.
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all possible alternatives are prepared when one or two dimensions are held
constant.)

Rcsenbaum's (1980) conclusions (as well as those of Larish and Frekany)
have also been challenged by Goodman and Kelso (1980), who performed several
experiments with the movement-precuing technique. They argued that the
stimuli used by Rosenbaum were so artificial (involving a memory-search task
and then a color/position translation) that his results stemmed from the
format of the precue rather than the information in it. To check their idea,
Goodman and Kelso employed stimuli formed from patterns of eight light-
emitting diodes that corresponded to the positions of the eight response
buttons. using the same parameters as those in the Rosenbaum study, th•;

found no systematic effects on reaction time for any particular precue
condition. Instead, the data conformed to Hick's Law (1952). Precuing more
parameters simply reduced the number of possible motor actions, thus reducing
choice reaction time. This led Goodman and Kelso to conclude that Rosenbaum's
(1980) results obtained only under conditions of low stimulus-response

compatibility.

Nevertheless, Goodman and Kelso's (1980) work is substantially
contradicted in a series of investigations by Lepine, Glencross, and Requin
(1989). They used highly compatible stimulus-response pairings. The reaction
time needed to specify extent was still significantly shorter than that needed
to specify either direction or hand, while there was no diffe.ence between the
latter. The results supported the dimension-reduction hypothesis of Larish
and Frekany (1985) for conditions where only two alternative movements were

possible.

It would seem that the results of both Larish and Frekany (1985) and
those of Lepine et al. (1989) are most reasonable in this case, since they
provide mutual support for each other. However, examination of the precues
used in each of these studies reveals that both sets still may be somewhat
confusing to the subjects, leading to potentially biased results. Since
Goodman and Kelso (1980) used virtually the same stimuli as Rosenbaum, the
possibility in this case is even greater. Additional studies with more
comprehensible precues is necessary before any definitive decision can be made
about the exact nature of the programming process.

The Response-Priming Technique

Another complementary method for investigating the nature of the
programming process is the response-priming technique (Meyer, Sternberg,
Knoll, & Wright, 1978; Rosenbaum & Kornblum, 1982). It involves creating a
bias toward one response and then, on occasion, requiring some different
response instead. The assumption is that if subjects believe a particular
response will be required, it benefits them to prepare the primed response;
since preparing multiple responses would slow the execution ot the primed
response, only a single response is assumed to be readied. Reaction times for
unprimed responses can then be used to make inferences about whether the
subject's state of readiness for a primed response systematically affects the
production of unprimed ones (Rosenbaum and Kornblum, 1982).
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One study with this technique involved responses by the middle or index
fingers of the left or right hand (Rosenbaum & Kornblum, 1982). Primed
responses were initiated significantly faster than nonprimed responses,
supporting the assumptions underlying the technique. Results also showed, th-
more time was required to switch between responses made with fingers of the
same hand than to switch between responses made with different hands, but the
same (homologous) fingers (e.g., left and right index). These results suggest
that subjects prepared multiple motor programs when response uncertainty was
low, but only the primed response was readied when response uncertainty was
high. This is consistent with a serial, nonhierarchical programming model.

Some subsequent priming studies have not replicated these results,
however. In a priming study by Lepine et al. (1989), response time depended

on the number of dimensions that had to be reprogrammed, with the
reprogramming of movement extent requiring less time than any other dimension.
In cases in which only a single dimension was primed, however, reaction times
were the same as those in which no priming occurred. When only one dimension
was primed, the fastest reaction times were obtained with extent information,
but when two dimensions were primed, reprogramming of movement extent was
fastest.

Lepine et al. (1989) used these data to support a dimension-reduction
hypothesis. It assumes that when either two of three or all dimensions were
primed, a correlation among unprimed dimension values made a compound
programming process possible (Lepine et al., 1989). In other words, when
multiple dimensions were primed, all the possible movements that corresponded
to the unprimed dimension were prepared. When movements that varied on
several dimensions were possible, such preparation did not occur. This
amounts to preprogramming multiple movements if and only if they differ on a
single dimension.

Other studies have suggested different conclusions as well. In a priming
experiment by Larish and Frekany (1985), results indicated that when the
movement arm or extent differed from the primed response, these dimensions

could be (and were) changed individually and selectively within the motor
program prior to response execution. When direction information was
incorrectly primed, however, reprogramming time was not a function of the
number and type of parameters being changed, indicating that the movement was
totally reprogrammed. This suggests a hierarchical structure within the
programming process such that changes from the primed response dictate the
type of reprogramming required.

To explain their results, Larish and Frekany (1985) hypothesized that
information regarding direction of movement was necessary to establish the
required pattern of muscular enervation between agonist and antagonist
muscles, while extent changes required only a change in gain between the same
pairs of muscles. According to this hypothesis, the shorter reaction time for
changes in movement arm and extent is a function of the same
agonist/antagonist pairing being appropriate in both cases. One simply shifts

the existing program to the opposite effector. When the pattern of enervation
remains constant, modifications are made within the existing motor program.
When the muscles involved are different (as in direction changes), the entire

program must be scrapped, and a new one constructed from scratch.
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Data from other types of movements suggests hierarchical control as well,
with speech being the most frequently investigated. Current theories propose

that information is coded at progressively higher levels of abstraction in a
hierarchical structure ranging from conceptual-dependency networks (Schank,
1972), or surface-structure sequences of words (Chomsky, 1965) at the top,
down to motor commands (Fromkin, 1966) or acoustic templates (Ladefoged,
DeClerk, Lindau, & Papcun, 1972) at the bottom.

Investigating these latter possibilities, Meyer and Gordon (1985) used

the response-priming technique to examine speech latency. They had subjects
prepare to utter a primary and secondary series of nonsense syllables in

response to experimental stimuli. Their results indicated that the greater
the number of shared features between the responses, the greater the
difference between response latencies.

Meyer and Gordon (1985) attributed this delay to a hierarchical structure
in which there are phoneme nodes (differing sounds) at the top, a miidle layer

of feature nodes (e.g. voiceless, labial, voiced) by which the phonemes are
modified, and a lowest level of articulatory mechanisms (e.g. diaphragm,
lips/tongue, glottis) that further affect the speech segments. Under this
arrangement, as each link is activated (due to response priming), it in turn
inhibits adjacent nodes to prevent their accidental activation. When the
secondary responses require these adjacent nodes to be activated, the
inhibition must first be overcome. When activating a non-adjacent node, no
inhibition is encountered, and the reaction time is shorter. A similar
structure could explain the results obtained by Rosenbaum and Kornblum (1982),
in which changes between fingers on the same hand yielded longer latencies

than those between homologous fingers on opposite hands.

The lack of any consistent pattern of results across the previously
reviewed studies suggests that a common thread among them all may have been
obscured by differences between the techniques used in the investigations. It
is not clear that speech and aimed movements are controlled by similar motor
programming mechanisms, and it is difficult to determine how the programming
process proceeds in either case. Is it accomplished in series or in parallel?
Are the elements ordered hierarchically or are all equally important? At this
point, neither of these questions can be answered conclusively.
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CHAPTER IV

MOVEMENT EXECUTION

To examine the differences between the hands in performing aimed
movements, some familiarity with not only motor programming, but also the area
of movement execution is necessary. The execution of rapid voluntary
movements may be divided into two distinct components: an initial (ballistic)
impulse phase, followed by a current-control phase (Woodworth, 1899). The
initial-impulse phase involves a very rapid, programmed movement that moves
the effector quickly away from some starting location and into the general
area of the target without feedback. The current-control phase occurs later
in the movement, and proceeds more slowly, relying on feedback to correct
prior errors, ultimately closing in on the target. The various hypotheses
about handedness mentioned earlier differ with respect to which movement
phases yield performance differences across the preferred and nonpreferred
hands (impulse variability and practice focus on the initial-impulse phase and

the others on the control phase).

Fitts' Law.

One way of better understanding movement is in terms of speed-accuracy

trade-offs. Generally, the spatial accuracy (precision) of an aimed movement
varies inversely with its speed (velocity). Performance may, however, depend
quantitatively and qualitatively on details of the movement task, yielding
different trade-off functions. By examining these trade-offs carefully, it is
possible to derive many basic principles of motor psychophysics (for a
thorough review, see Meyer, Smith, Kornblum, Abrams, & Wright, 1990).

Fitts (1954) described the motor-control system in terms of its
information-processing capacity during movement execution. He reasoned that
the degree of precision required in any movement should depend on the number
of other possible movements that could have been made. In his investigations,
subjects alternately tapped two rectangular plates as rapidly as possible with
a stylus. Both the distance between the plates and their widths were
systematically varied over a series of trials. The results revealed a
logarithmic relationship between the average movement time and the ratio of
the tolerance (W, target width) and amplitude (A, distance to the target) of
the movement. The general form of this relationship is given by the equation:

MT = a + blog 2(2A/W),

where a and b are empirically determined positive constants, and log2 (2A/W)
represents the index of difficulty (ID) of the movement. This relationship,
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known as "Fitts' Law," holds for a variety of tasks and effectors (Langolf,
Chaffin, & Foulke, 1976).

However, Fitts' Law has generated considerable controversy, with some
researchers proposing alternative logarithmic trade-off functions (e.g.,
Crossman & Goodeve, 1963; Sheridan, 1979; Welford, 1968) and others suggesting
that power or linear functions might be more appropriate (e.g., Meyer, Smith,
& Wright, 1982; Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, & Quinn, 1979; Kvalseth,
1980). The nature of the trade-off function may depend on the type of task
employed. Wright and Meyer (1983) drew a distinction between spatially and
temporally constrained movement tasks. In spatially-constrained movement
tasks, the subject is instructed to move as rapidly as possible and stop
within a specified target region. Temporally-constrained movement tasks are
those where the goal is to come as close as possible to some predetermined
movement time while attempting to make the movements end close to some
discrete target point. The logarithmic trade-off function appears to fit
better for spatially-constrained movements, while a linear function is more
appropriate for temporally-constrained movements (Schmidt, et al., 1979;
Wright and Meyer, 1983).

The nature of this trade-off may play a key role in differences between
movements by the preferred and nonpreferred hands. For example, movements of
one hand may be better described by a linear function, while movements of the
other hand are better fit by a logarithmic function. Such a possibility would
dovetail nicely with the hemispheric specialization theory of handedness.
However, the nature of differences between the preferred and nonpreferred
hands has not been addressed empirically in conjunction with theories of
movement execution.

Movement Models

Fitts' contention that the speed-accuracy trade-off is a function of the
information-processing capacities of the motor system is no longer widely
accepted (Sheridan, 1984). A major problem with his original formulation was
that it implied nothing about how movements are controlled; movements could
have the same ID value, but be controlled and executed in far different
fashions. Consequently, a variety of movement models have been proposed t-,
account for Fitts' Law while describing the nature of the movement process.

These models tend to fall in one or the other of two main categories: 1)
mass-spring models, and 2) impulse-timing models. Mass-spring models specify
the endpoint of a movement as a function of the equilibrium point between
forces generated by the agonist and antagonist muscles. These models do not
specify the distance moved. When a movement is programmed, the system selects
a new equilibrium point based on length-tension relationships between opposing
muscle groups at the selected position. Since the only important factor here
is the final relative tension of the two muscle groups involved, movements can
be made without requiring any knowledge about the initial starting point of
the effector.

Work using deafferented monkeys (Bizzi, Polit, & Morasso, 1976) has
supported the mass-spring model. It showed that, in spite of unexpected
changes in initial starting position, movements can be accurately made to
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known target locations. Similarly, Kelso (1977) showed that under conditions

in which visual feedback cannot be used, human subjects are better at
reproducing location information than distance information. However, a

drawback of the mass-spring model is that it cannot explain Fitts' Law. It

the relationship between agonist-antagonist muscle pairs is the only

determining factor regarding movement endpoint, target distance and width

should not affect movement speed-accuracy trade-offs.

On the other hand, impulse-timing models may provide a better account of

such trade-offs. They assume that some derivatives of the distance and

direction of movement are embedded within the motor program. A movement in

these models consists of an initial acceleration, followed by a deceleration
as the target is approached. The force pulses that accelerate and decelerate

the limb are supposedly produced by the motor program and are the determinants
of the movement trajectory. Within this framework, several hypotheses have
been proposed in an attempt to relate Fitts' Law to various aspects of the

impulse-timing models (Sheridan, 1984).

The iterative-corrections model. One such hypothesis involves an
iterative-corrections model, which was originally proposed by Crossman and

Goodeve (1963) and later elaborated by Keele (1968). It attributes Fitts' Law

to the current-control phase of the movement, rather than the ballistic

impulse. Here, any positioning movement supposedly consists of a finite
series of submovements, with each one occupying a constant fracticn of the

total movement time and covering a constant proportion of the remaining
distance between the current position and the center of the target. All
except the first submovement are assumed to be guided by visual feedback, and

movement ceases as soon as the effector enters the target region. Given that

a subject receives adequate visual feedback, the number of required

submovements should increase with target distance and decrease with width.
Since each submovement requires a constant increment of time, the overall

movement time also increases logarithmically with distance, yielding Fitts'

Law (Keele, 1968).

Evidence regarding the iterative-corrections model has been mixed.
Crossman and Goodeve (1963) reported periodic fluctuations in the velocity

profiles of rapid wrist rotations, indicating that multiple muscle enervations

were occurring, consistent with the existence of submovements. Discrete

submovements have also been noted by Langolf, Chaffin, and Foulke (1976), and

by Jagacinski, Repperger, Moran, Ward, and Glass (1980). However, Langclf et
al. (1976) and Carlton (1979) also reported movements for which no periodic

velocity fluctuations occurred and no submovements could be detected, yet they
still found a logarithmic trade-off between movement speed and accuracy.

The studies of Langolf et al. (1976) and Jagacinski et al. (1980) also
indicated increases in initial-impulse velocity as a function of target width.

This observation violates a prime assumption of the iterative-corrections
model, i.e., that the first submovement covers a fixed distance in a given

time. Similarly, Meyer et al (1988) have shown that movement time varies
logarithmically with A/W even when visual feedback is not provided to the

subject, disproving another important element of this model. These results

cannot be explained in terms of kinesthetic rather than visual feedback, since

target errors (misses) increase greatly in the absence of visual feedback,

though total movement time is unaffected by eliminating visual feedback.
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The impulse-variability model. Another alternative is the impulse-
variability model, which was introduced originally by Schmidt et al. (1979)
and elaborated subsequently by Meyer et al. (1982). It is based on five main
assumptions: 1) the impulse for acceleration (i) has a magnitude proportional
to the product of a force parameter (f) and a time parameter (t), such that

i = K~ft,

where K is a non-negative constant; 2) following the accelerative impulse,

there is an opposing decelerative force that slows the limb as it approaches
the target region; 3) the force parameter f is a random variable whose
standard deviation (S ) increases proportionally with its mean (S, = KF); 4)
the movement time (t) is an independent random variable whose standardl
deviation (S) increases proportionally with its mean (S. = KT, where K is a
positive constant); and 5) in a given experimental condition, people set the
force and time parameters to generate movements whose mean distances and
durations equal those specified for a given target condition.

This model predicts a linear, rather than logarithmic, speed-accuracy

trade-off involving temporally-constrained movements (Wright and Meyer, 1983).
Some experimental support has been obtained for its assumptions (Abrams,
Meyer, & Kornblum, 1989; Schmidt et al., 1979; Wright and Meyer, 1983;

Zelaznik et al., 1988).

The stochastic optimized-submovement model. To explain Fitts' Law more

fully, Meyer, Abrams, Kornblum, Wright, and Smith (1988) developed the
stochastic optimized-submovement model, an extension of the impulse-
variability model. They assumed that all aimed movements consist of just one
or two discrete submovements. According to this assumption, there is an
initial impulse (first submovement) programmed to hit the center of the target
region. If the primary submovement ends within the target, then no corrective
submovement follows. The primary submovement may, however, miss the target
because of neur(omotor noise (a function of the duration and amplitude of the
movement), whereupon a secondary corrective submovement would be executed to
eliminate the error.

Under the stochastic optimized-submovement model, the endpoints of
primary submovements have a normal distribution whose standard deviation
increases proportionally with the average velocity of the initial impulse, as
expressed by the following equation:

S, = K(D/T.).

Here D is the mean distance covered by the initial impulses, T, is their mean
duration, and K is a positive constant. The initial ballistic submovements
are assumed to exhibit the same type of linear speed-accuracy trade-off as
temporally-constrained movements.

Moreover, the initial submovements are assumed to be programmed such that

Lhey have an ideal average velocity that minimizes the average total movement
time (T) while achieving a set probability of hitting the target. This ideal
average velocity is a trade-off between the average time required for the
primary submovement (Ti and that required for the secondary corrective

submovements (T 2 ) . A trade-off is necessary because, while faster initial
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submovements contribute less to the total movement time, they also result in
larger and more frequent target misses, since S, varies inversely with T
Thus, to reduce the number of corrective submovements and minimize the average
total movement time, the initial submovement must not be too fast.

The stochastic optimized-submovement model makes a variety of
quantitative predictions. Average total movement time is predicted by the
equation:

Tm A + B(D/W) /,

in which A and B are non-negative constants, D is the distance to the target,
and W the target's width. Also, according to the model, duration of the
primary submovement should be governed by a square-root function of D/W. The

predicted equations are negatively accelerated. Unlike Fitts' Law, however,
they do not involve a logarithmic function. Interestingly, empirical
observations by Kvalseth (1980) have shown that a power function with an
exponent of one-half may indeed describe the speed-accuracy trade-off better
than Fitts' Law does.

The stochastic optimized-submovement model was extended by Meyer, Smith,
Kornblum, Abrams, and Wright (1990). Its original formulation, which assumed
a maximum of two component submovements, was redesignated the "optimized dual-
submovement model", and a more general "optimized multiple-submovement model"
was postulated. This new formulation added the assumption that movements may
include up to a maximum of n submovements. Accordingly, a given aimed
movement sequence would continue until either the target is attained or n

submovements have been completed. The value of n is assumed to be independent
of target distance and width. Consistent with the extended model, analysi, of

existing data has shown that the average total movement time (T) is a quasi-
power function of D/W with an exponent of l/n (typically, n=3) . As n grows
larger (no restriction on the number of submovements), the trade-off relation
becomes a progressively better approximation to the natural logarithm of D/W,
approaching Fitts' Law.

Relevance to issues about handedness. The models of movement execution

outlined in this section may be relevant to understanding differences in
movement performance between the preferred and nonpreferred hands. A

comparison of individual aimed movements may serve to shed some light on
whether the same or different processes are being employed by both the

preferred and nonpreferred hands. One possibility is that the nonpreferred
hand moves according to the standard impulse-variability model, while the

optimized multiple-submovement model applies only to the preferred hand.
Another possibility is that both hands are fit by a single model, but the

speed-accuracy trade-off curves differ from hand to hand. Either of these
possibilities could explain a variety of the observed differences between the
hands, while still fitting with the previously discussed handedness
hypotheses.
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CHAPTER V

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH

Issues to be Addressed

This dissertation examines performance differences between the preferred
and nonpreferred hands, as well as the nature of motor programming in general.
Since ambiguous experimental support exists for a variety of different
hypotheses (i.e., ones concerning practice, force variability, feedback
processing speed, hemispheric specialization, and sequential movement control)
that claim to explain such differences, it is extremely difficult to choose
the most appropriate one. The matter is important because of its strong
impact on equipment design and the selection of personnel (e.g., aircraft
pilots) for occupations that require tigh manual dexterity.

The present series of stuclio attempted to test the opposing hypotheses
about hand differences by id r- zying particular aspects of controlled
movements that are dissimilar between the preferred and nonpreferred hands.
This was accomplished by requiring subjects to perform controlled movements
with each hand and by analyzing various aspects of the movement trajectories,
their endpoints, and timing parameters. Differences in performance between
the hands may resul! from different speed-accuracy trade-off functions or from
some other element of the motor-programming process. Analysis of aimed
movements relative to predictions derived from theories of motor programming
and movement may provide considerable insight about the source of hand
differences.

Four experiments were performed here (Chapters VI-IX). They involved
tasks where rapid wrist-rotation movements were made using a light-weight
handle t, position a cursor at a target on a video display. Wrist rotations
were selected because they entail one dimension (rotation angle) of movement;
an added benefit of this movement type, given the original impetus for this
dissertation, is its similarity to the control movements made by pilots of
side-stick aircraft.

There were also other important aspects of the present design. The
subjects were prevented from seeing the actual position of their hand, but the
wi!3t rotations produced visible motion of the cursor on the display. By
2 ontrolling the visual information presented to the subjects and the
parameters of their movements, it was possible to address almost all the
issues raised earlier in considering the handedness hypotheses.

Unfortunately, the obtained results did not lend much support to any of
these hypotheses, forcing a reconsideration of this entire area. However,
such reconsideration did provide some new insights about the possible sources
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of hand differences. It also helped shed further light on the nature of
motor-programming and movement-execution processes in general.

GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Task Environment and Equipment

In each experiment, the subjects sat in a dimly lit room, with the
forearm of the moving wrist firmly supported. The forearm was parallel to the
floor, and the upper arm next to the body. Subjects grasped a light metallic
handle that fit comfortably into the palm. The handle was located behind a

cloth-covered fiberglass shield and rotated freely (i.e., with very low
inertia and friction) around the axis of the forearm in the clockwise and
counterclockwise directions. Attached to the handle was an optical encoder
that converted the position of the handle to binary values (making the handle
a zero-order controller). Handle position was sampled at a rate of 100 Hz
with a resolution of approximately ±.08790 of handle arc.

As part of each experiment, various types of stimuli were presented.
Visual display of the subjects' movements and feedback information appeared on
a CRT screen located in front of the subjects. Warning tones and response
tones were presented over a loudspeaker located on the subject's front-left
side. A digital computer •IBM PC-AT) controlled the sequence of events and
collection of data. The subject's head was held steady with a chin rest
adjusted according to the subject's sitting height.

Movement Analysis

A parsing algorithm was developed to separate movements into component
submovements, using techniques introduced by previous investigators to detect
corrective submovements (e.g., Jagacinski et al., 1980; Langolf et al., 1976;
Meyer et al., 1988). These techniques entailed a systematic evaluation of the
velocity and acceleration profiles recorded for each movement. Submovements
were defined in terms of criterion events chosen to take account of known
differences between the dynamics of voluntary movements, the residual activity
of muscles (oscillation), and physiological tremor.

Data preparation. The data were first translated into degrees of handle
rotation with respect to the home position (50 pronation from the vertical)

defined as the zero-point (starting position). Data were then low-pass
filtered with a cutoff frequency of 7 Hz (transition band from 5 to 9 Hz) by a
maximally flat low-pass filter (Kaiser and Reed, 1977). Velocity and
acceleration profiles were then generated by differentiating the handle-

position values.

Movement parsing. Six steps were taken to parse each movement into its
compcnent submovements:

1) A search for the beginning of a primary submovement was performed. A
minimum velocity threshold of 4 0 /sec was used here; handle rotations with
iower veioiýtes were dismissed as inadvertent movements. If the velocity was
below threshold when the search for the movement initiation point began, a
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search was made for the nearest threshold crossing. After detecting a section
of movement above the minimum velocity threshold, a check was performed to

insure that it remained there for longer than 20 msec. If this movement was
not maintained, then the search continued for the next time that the minimum
velocity threshold was exceeded.

2) A search for the relative maximum velocity in this movement subsection

was performed.

3) For the first section of movement, a check was made to insure that the

maximum velocity exceeded a minimum threshnld value (set at 350/second).

4) A search for the end of the current movement section was then made.

There were four different events that could define the end of a

particular movement section. The movement record was searched after the first
relative maximum velocity for any of these events (a-d):

a. A zero point in velocity.

b. A change in acceleration from negative to positive relative to the

current direction of movement. This represented a relative minimum in
velocity whose magnitude had to differ from the preceding maximum by a

certain threshold value (set at 10 0 /second).

c. A relative minimum in the absolute value of acceleration, while the
signed acceleration was negative relative to the current direction of

movement (a major slowing in movement velocity, even if the movement did
not totally stop). The magnitude of the minimum acceleration compared
to the relative maximum acceleration for any of the submovements had to
exceed a certain threshold (set at 200 0 /sec 2).

d. A movement "tail." "Tails" were defined as periods of movement
(glissades) that fell below the movement threshold velocity and did not

contain any events satisfying the above criteria. Tails had to last 60
msec or more, during which the velocity never exceeded 40 /second. The

end of the movement section was then marked as the point at which a
crossing of the minimum velocity threshold first occurred.

5) Following any one of thebe preceding four events (a-d), a check was
made to see if the current movement subsection qualified as a submovement
according to certain other criteria. To qualify, a section of the movement

had to pass four more tests (e-h):

e. Duration. The section of movement exceeded a certain minimum
duration (60 msec).

f. Velocity. The section of movement exceeded the minimum velocity

threshold (4 0 /sec).

g. Distance. The movement section subtended at least 1 degree of arc.

h. Glissade. If the duration of the movement section exceeded 150

msec, then its average and maximum velocities had to differ by more than

60/second.
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If the preceding four tests (e-h) were not passed, the current section of
movement was continuously above the movement threshold, and the previous
submovement had qualified, then the segment under evaluation wds .dded to the
previous submovement.

6) Finally, the data were checked to see if the movement had ceased.
Movement cessation was defined to occur at the first moment at which there was
160 msec with no movement thereafter.

Endpoint adjustment. After the entire movement had been parsed, a final
adjustment was made to the nominal beginnings and ends of the submovements.
The submovement ends were moved to the nearest relative minima ir velocity
with respect to the directions of the movements on either side of them. This
involved two more steps (i and j):

i) If a relative minimum was found before the beginning of the first
submovement, it was used as the beginning of the first submovement.

j) For each remaining submovement, if the previous submovement ended with
zero velocity or with a transition from negative to positive acceleration, and
if the current and previous submovements both traveled in the same direction,
then the end of the previous submovement was moved forward to the nearest
relative minimum velocity (and the beginning of the current submovement was
moved back to this point as well).
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CHAPTER VI

EXPERIMENT 1: MOVEMENT EXECUTION

Rationale

The first experiment investigated the visual-feedback, impulse-
variability, practice, movement-sequencing, and background-noise hypotheses
regarding the source of differences between movements by the preferred and

nonpreferred hands. This was done by employing a variety of target width and

distance combinations in a cursor-positioning task.

Based on the earlier discussion of handedness (Chapter II), the preceding

hypotheses that concern the execution of hand movements can be further divided

into two subgroups: 1) those in which the differences between movementz by the
preferred and nonpreferred hands are attributed primarily to the initial

ballistic impulse (the impulse-variability and practice hypotheses); and 2)
those that attribute the differences to the current-control phase (visual

feedback, movement sequencing, and background noise). Each of these
hypotheses therefore makes specific predictions about which aspects of

movement performance will differ most across the two hands.

If the impulse-variability hypothesis is correct, then a difference

should emerge favoring the preferred hand on measures such as the standard

deviation of movement distance and constant error in the first submovements, a

lower number of corrective submovements, and a lower total movement time.

This would follow from the superior force modulation capabilities of the

preferred hand.

If the practice hypothesis is correct, the preferred hand might yield
superior positioning performance initially, depending on the extent to which

the preferred hand has had more prior experience making wrist rotations.
However, with extended practice, the disparity between hands should decrease.

If the visual-feedback hypothesis is correct, positioning performance for
the preferred hand should be consistently superior during the current-control

phase of movement, but not during the ballistic-impulse phase. This should

result in fewer corrective submovements for the preferred hand, producing

short-r movement times.

If the background-noise hypothesis is correct, preferred-hand superiority

should be apparent mainly for the shortest movement distances and the

narrowest target widths (those movements where the level of intrinsic noise

within each hand is highest in comparison to the ballistic impulse). This

assumes that the initial ballistic impulse for the shortest target distance

requires a sufficiently small force to be affected by the disparity in signal-
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Lo-noise ratios between the preferr4d and nonpreferred hands. During the
current-control phase, the narrowest target width should require
correspondingly smaller corrective submovements to hit the targce accurate>v,
again demonstrating a superiority of the preferred hand.

The movement-sequencing hypothesis predicts a superiority for the
preferred hand only in terms of total movement time. This would stem from tne
preferred-hand's assumed greater facility at making transitions between
component submovements. The time req.uired for the complete movement should be
shorter because of less "dead-time" (i.e., pausing) between the end of one
submovement and the beginning of the next.

The preceding predictions are summarized in Table 6.1. Here, "lower"
indicates that superior performance with the pr-ferred hand is to be eu:pected;
"none" indicates that no difference is expected between hands. No differences
are anticipated in initiation time, since full information is provided before
each movement.

Table 6.1: Summary of Predicted and Observed Handedness
Effects for Experiment 1

HAndid~nohs Hypothe~ses

Impulse Practlze Backr;exOd Mo• e•ent Visual Observed

.sz -5imovement Time None Lo.er None None None No e

SCO Dev of Ist Suomovement Distance Lower Lower Lower None None None

Con. Error of lst Sunmovement Distance Lower Lower Lower None None Ncr

Zota. Movement Time Lower Lo-e Lower Lower Lower N:r,

S31 Dev of Total M~vement Distance None Lower Lower None None

Con. Error of Total Movement Distance None Lower Lower None None s-ne

Probattlity of Missing Target None Lower Lower None in None

Number of Submovements Lower Lower Lower None ýe None

- Decreasing difference between days

- For narrower targets only

- For shortest distances only

Method

Subjects

Six right-handed males between the ages of 21 and 35 served as paid
subjects. Each received $4 per hour plus a bonus based on good task
performance.

Procedure

The subjects' task involved moving a display cursor from one of eight
possible initial starting positions to a target region located in the center
of the display. On each trial, a display similar to the one shown in
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Figure 6.1 was presented. In this display, the long vertical lines
represented the target region for the movement, the shorter vertical line was
a cursor, and the small box in the center was an alignment marker.

Each trial was initiated by placing the cursor within the alignment
marker for a period of 0.5 sec, This required the subject to rotate the
handle to a neutral posture, with the wrist pronated 50 from vertical. Next,
a second display was presented with information about the direction and
distance of the movement to be made (Figure 6.2). The target region appeared
again in this display, but instead of a single cursor, there were eight
possible cursors (short vertical lines). Also, a movement cue symbol appeared
over the target region. It consisted of a semicircle with eight tick marks
around an arc. The tick marks represented the possible movements that might
be required during the trial (10, 20, 30, or 40 degrees of rotation to the
left or right), corresponding to the eight cursors.

A line extended from the center of the circle to one of the tick marks,
indicating the appropriate final wrist position for the upcoming trial. In
Figure 6.2, the appropriate movement to reach this position would be a 300

rotation to the right. This stimulus preview lasted for two seconds, after
which the screen was blanked for 1 sec. The movement cue then reappeared,
and a response-signal was sounded (1250 Hz tone), indicating that the movement
should be initiated. All eight cursors were visible until the movement
commenced, after which the seven inactive cursors disappeared. In Figure 6.2,
for example, the active cursor is the one located 300 to the left of the
target region, requiring a rightward movement (i.e., clockwise rotation) to
shift it into the target region. An "outside-in" display was used to
discourage the subject from visually searching for the target, which might
corrupt the initiation-time data. With such a display, the cursor moved from

the left or right periphery of the display to a single, centrally-located
target, rather than having a single central starting point with several
possible peripheral target regions. In principle, subjects could therefore
focus attention strictly on the central target without having to fixate on the
cursor directly until it entered the foveal visual field.

The subject had to look at the movement cue, determine the direction
(left or right) and extent of the required movement (100, 200, 300, or 400 of

vrist rotation), and initiate the movement after the onset of the response
signal (auditory tone). Target width (10, 20, or 3" ) could be determined
before the movement by examining the target region during the cuing phase.
Subjects were instructed to examine the cue and then move the cursor fron the
starting location to the target region as quickly and accurately as possible
when the response signal occurred. As the handle rotated, the cursor could be

followed visually as it moved across the screen. The movement could begin at
any time up to 1 sec. after the response signal.

Each trial thus consisted of five steps:

1) Positioning the initial cursor within the alignment marker for

one-half second.

2) A two-second cue for the movement to be performed.

3) A one-second blank screen.
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Alignment Marker

Target Region Cursor

Figure 6.1: Display Prior to Trial Initiation
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Cursors Target Region Cursors

Figure 6.2: Movement-Cueing Display in Experiment #1
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4) Trial initiation accompanied by an audible response signal and the
activation of one of the eight cursors to be moved.

5) A positioning movement by the subject.

If movement preceded the response signal or did not begin within 1 sec.
after it, a message was presented to the subject ("STARTED TOO SOON" or
"STARTED TOO LATE"), and the trial was repeated at the end of the block.
Subjects were paid a bonus for short movement durations that ended within the
target region. Thus, it was advantageous for them to be both as fast and is
accurate as possible. Movements that required over 1500 msec. to complete
elicited a message saying "MOVED TOO SLOW" and were repeated at the end of the
block.

Following the completion of each movement, the subjects saw a display
with the target and the position of the cursor when the movement ended. Also
displayed was a message that included their total movement time and the number
of points earned on that trial. Points were inversely related to the
movement time and the distance from the center of the target region at the end
of the movement. For any movement that ended outside the target region, an
error message was displayed ("MISSED; 0 POINTS"). Subjects had complete and
immediate knowledge-of-results about the spatial and temporal aspects of each
movement.

After each block of trials, subjects were presented with a message that
included their average score, movement time, and the number of hits and misses
that they accumulated during the block. This information was discussed with
the subjects. They were encouraged to move as quickly as possible while still
landing within the target region.

Design

Each subject served in six 75 min. sessions on separate days over a
two-week period. The first two sessions served as practice, and the data from
them are not reported here. In the first practice session, the procedure was
introduced, and the subject performed all movements with either their left or
right hand. In the second practice session, the other hand was used. The
assignment of hands to practice sessions was counterbalanced across subjects.

The movements within each session were organized into blocks of trials,
with target width, direction, and distance all varied within the block. Each
block consisted of 48 movements that represented two instances of each
possible combination of starting point and target width. Subjects performed
six blocks per day. Movements within blocks were randomized to prevent
systematic order effects. Only one hand per day was used to make the
movements in a session. The chosen hand alternated across days. At the
beginning of each data-collection day, subjects performed a short practice
block of 1.5 trials.

Dependent variables for the study were initiation time (defined as the
time between the presentation of the response signal and the onset of
movement), total and first submovement time, standard deviation Df distance
for total and first submovements, probability of missing the target, number of
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submovements, and constant error in distance for both the total and first
submovements (defined as the absolute distance from the center of the target
region at the end of the movement).

Results

The results from Experiment 1 were somewhat surprising. No overwhelming
preferred/nonpreferred hand differences emerged. Thus none of the hypotheses
about the source of hand differences was supported. This outcome is
summarized in the right-most column of Table 6.1. Nevertheless, other
interesting effects occurred for each dependent variable. These are outlined
in what follows. A complete listing of all the significant effects in the
ANOVA's appears in Appendix A.

Preparation Phase

Initiation time. For initiation time, there were significant effects of
target distance [F(3,6)=11.78, p=_.006 3], target width [F(2,4)=11.62,
p<.02161, and a day by target-width interaction [F(2,4)=26.94, p<.0048].
Differences between conditions on significant effects were examined using
Tukey tests (for a discussion of this procedure, see Appendix B). The target-
distance effect occurred because the shortest distance required significantly
more time to initiate the trial than did the other three distances [d_=24.44
msec, p<.05), none of which yielded significant differences (364 msec for 10
vs 331, 316, and 327 msec respectively for the 200, 300, and 400 targets)
The target-width effect occurred because the smallest width (W') required more
initiation time than did the two larger widths (d-=8.85 msec, p•.05), while

the other two widths did not yield significant differences (341 msec for 1 ,
versus 331 msec for the other two). The interaction between target width and
day occurred because the narrowest target required significantly more time to

react than did either of the wider targets on the first day, while on the
second day, this difference declined [d,=8.52, p.05] (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2: Initiation Time by Target Width and Day

Target

Width SDay2
1 345 ms 7.6 ms 337 ms 6.7 ms
20 333 ms 6.9 ms 328 ms 6.0 ms
30 329 ms 6.5 ms 333 ms 6.1 ms

Ballistic Phase

Time for first submovement. Examination of this measure revealed no
significant main effects of the major independent qariables. The interaction
between hand, target direction, and target distance came close, however
[F(3,6)=3.80, p<.0 7 7 2 ]. This seems to be the result of a supination/pronaticn
by square root of distance effect. First submovements of pronations
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(rotations toward the body that positioned the palms facing downward) wcr:
made faster than those of supinations (rotations away from the body, which
ended with the palm facing upward). This difference increased in a lined:
fashion with the square root of target distance (Figure S.3) . Conseque.tl*y,
there was a marked distance effect on supination (but not pronation) firs:
submovement time.

Standard deviation of first-submovement distance. Analysis of this
measure revealed a significant main effect of target distance [F(3,6)=57.17,
p•.0001], and an interaction between target width and day [F(2,4)=9.45,
p•.0305]. The standard deviation of the tirst-submovement distance increased
as a linear function (r2. 9997) of taiget distance (Figure 6.4). The
interaction between day and target width is presented in Table 6.3.
Movements to the narrowest target were significantly less variable on the
second day, while movements to the wider targets did not significantly diffe
between days (d_=.453 deg, p!.0 5 ).

Table 6.3: Standard Deviation of First Submovement
Distance by Day and Target Width

Target

WidthSE SE
1 deg 6.59 deg .47 deg 6.09 deg .40 deg
2 deg 6.24 deg .43 deg 5.90 deg .40 deg
3 deg 5.75 deg .43 deg 6.04 deg .38 deg

Constant error of first-submovement distance. Significant effects on
this measure were found for day (F(1,2)=37.85, p•.0 2 543, target distance
[F(3,6)=27.99, p<.0006], and target width [F(2,4)=8.96, p<.03 3 3 ]. The hand by
target-direction by target-distance interaction approached significance and is
also of interest [F(3,6)=4.18, p<.0 6 4 4].

The main effect for day resulted from the constant errors on the second
day being somewhat smaller than on the first day (-8.43c versus -8.684 . This
was not unexpected, and is probably the result of practice.

The target-distance effect resulted from the constant error of the first-
submovement distance being a linear function (r 2 . 992) of target distance
(Figure 6.5). A negative constant error indicates that the target was
undershot, while a positive error indicates an overshoot. The width effect
resulted from the error for the narrowest target being significantly greater
in absolute magnitude than for the two wider targets (-9.26C for the 1'
targets; and -8.120 and -8.280 for the 2" and 30 targets; d, =.947o) ,

The three-way interaction appears to be a supination/pronation by target-
distance effect. Constant errors in the first-submovement distance for both
supinations and pronatiois increased linearly versus the square root of the
target distance (Figure 6.6). Regression equations for both types of moverreo

fit the data extremely well (r 2  =.993 and r 2 =.966). The difference between• pro

the slopes of the two lines (-3.48 for supinations, and -4.98 for pronaticns)
was significant (z=2.18, z' 1.96), with target distance having a greater
effect on pronations. In turn, this may explain (at least partially) why tho
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distance effect on first-submovement times was less for pronations than
supinations; that is, a distance-time trade-off may have occurred.

Summary of ballistic-phase measures. Examination of the previous three
dependent measures allows the force-variability and practice hypotheses to be
eliminated for present purposes. There was no evidence of any difference
between hands in the variability of the initial ballistic phase, nor was there
any apparent change in the relative ability of the hands with practice.

Current-Control Phase

Total movement time. For this measure, there were significant main
effects of target distance (F(3,6)=61.87, p<.0001], target width
[F(2,4)=10.37, p<.0262), and a day-by-hand interaction [F(1,2)=45.63,
p<.0212 ]. Also, the hand by target-direction by target-distance interaction
was marginally significant ana of some interest [F(3,6)=3.69, p<.0816].

The target-distance and target-width effects corresponded fairly well
with those predicted by the optimized multiple-submovement model (Meyer et
al., 1990). Movement time increased linearly with the square root of target
distance (r =.996), and decreased linearly with the square root of target

2width (r =.996) [Figures 6.7 and 6.8]. When the total movement time was
1/2plotted as a function of the index of difficulty [(D/W)l for this model],

however, the goodness-of-fit of the regression line was not impressive
(r 2 =.68) . This occurred because observations from the narrowest target width
(Figure 6.9, open squares) did not fit well with the rest of the data (Figure
6.9, filled squares). When the observations from both groups were plotted

2independently, the correlations improved markedly (r 2.920 for the wider
2otargets, and r =.996 for the 10 targets).

The present outcome may provide some insight concerning the limits of the
optimized multiple-submovement model. It is possible that as the target
becomes sufficiently small, it is not possible to position a cursor within it
without using a different aiming process. This could be due to an inability
of the motor system to make small enough corrective movements with a
particular appendage, forcing a shift to another effector (in this case, going
from controlling the handle with wrist rotations to controlling it with the
fingers). This would indicate that there is a bottom line on the standard
deviation of a given type of movement, regardless of the distance involved.
If this minimum value is larger than the width of the target, it would prove
virtually impossible to hit the target following a close miss.

The interaction between hand and day for total movement time stemmed from
a superiority of the preferred hand during the first day (Table 6.4). This
advantage disappeared on the second day. This would normally support the
practice hypothesis, except that on the second day, an ijnZKa_$e in movement
time occurred with the preferred hand, rather than there being a decrease for
the nonpreferred hand. There was no identifiable reason for the drop in
performance, either theoretically or through direct observation of the
subjects' behavior.
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Table 6.4: Movement Time by Hand and Day

Hand payi1 &E. Dav2 S.E
Left 610 ms 15.5 ms 610 ms 14.3 ms

Right 593 ms 15.2 ms 614 ms 14.3 ms

The interaction between hand, target direction, and target distance

appears again to stem from an interaction between supination/pronation and

target distance. As the square root of the target distance increased, the
differences in m.ovement for pronations and supinations became progressively

larger in a linear fashion (r 2 sup .997 and r 2pro .995), with pronation being -he

faster of the two (Figure 6.10). The difference in slopes is not significant,

but the trends are clear (x =99.1 and x =90.5).
sup pro

Standard deviation of total movement distance. For this measure, the main

effect of total movement distance was significant [F(3,6)=52.45, p<.0001], as

were the interactions of hand by target-width and day by target-width

[F(2,4)=9.62, p<. 0 2 9 6 , and F(2,4)=9.19, p:.0320, respectively). The target-

width effect ai.: approached significance [F(2,4)=5.54, p•.0 7 041.

Here, the distance and width effects were bcth linear functions; the
2

dependent variable increased with the square root of target width (r =.856)

and decreased with the square root of target distance (r 2 =.848) [Figures 6.11

and 6.121.

When this metric was plotted versus the calculated index of difficulty

for each distance/width combination, however, another inconsistency arose.

Tta correlation was substantially worse with all targets (r =.53), than when

the two most outlying indices of difficulty were dropped (the 30 target at the

100 distance and the 10 target at the 400 distance). For the smaller subset,
2the fit was substantially better (r =.842) [Figure 6.13]. The open squares in

this figure represent the outlying indices of difficulty, while the filled

squares represent the remaining targets. Unsurprisingly, the standard

deviation of total movement distance decreased with increased movement
difficulty.

The hand by target width interaction occurred because the left hand was

more variable than the right for the wider targets (20 and 30) with the

difference diminishing on the narrowest target (dT=.0 3 4 1 deg, p•.05)

[Table 6.5]. This was surprising, since the exact opposite pattern had been

predicted by the background-noise hypothesis. The day by target-width

interaction occurred because the subjects performed slightly better on the

second day with the narrower targets and slightly worse with the widest target

(Table 6.6).

Table 6.5: Standard Deviation of Total Movement
Distance by Hand and Target Width

Target Left Right
Width Hana S. Hand
1 deg .76 deg .04 deg .69 deg .03 deg
2 deg .81 deg .03 deg .68 deg .02 deg
3 deg .92 deg .04 deg .81 deg .04 deg
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Table 6.6: Standard Deviation of Total Movement
Distance by Day and Target Width

Target
WidthD
1 deg .74 de- .03 deg .71 deg .03 deg
2 deg .78 deg .03 deg .71 deg .03 deg
3 deg .83 deg .04 deg .90 deg .03 deg

Constant error of total movement distance. Only target distance
significantly affected the constant error of total movement distance
[F(2,4)=12.51, p<.0054]. The target-distance effect was caused by movements
to the farthest and nearest target distances exhibiting significantly more
extreme (negative) errors than those to the other targets (d.=.132 deg, p•.05)
(Table 6.73.

Table 6.7: Constant Error of Total Movement
Distance by Target Distance

Constant Error
Target of Complete

n Movement
10 deg -0.18 deg .04 deg
20 deg 0.00 deg .03 deg
30 deg 0.04 deg .03 deg
40 deg -0.23 deg .04 deg

The interaction between hand and target width also approached
significance [F(2,4)=4.91, p•.0 8 3 8 ]. This is interesting because it involves
ý.ae of the cases where a difference shiould have occurred between hands if the
background-noise hypothesis had been true. As Table 6.8 shows, the preferred
hand tended to perform more accurately for the narrower targets, with this
trend becoming more pronounced as the targets became smaller (dT=. 0 9 9 5 deg,
p<.05). However, the superiority of the nonpreferred hand for the widest
target raises questions about the viability of this hypothesis.

Table 6.8: Constant Error of Total Movement Distance
by Hand and Target Width

Target Left Right
E and . HandE

1 deg -. 14 deg .05 deg -. 07 deg .04 deg
2 deg -. 13 deg .04 deg -. 08 deg .04 deg
3 deg -. 10 deg .06 deg -. 15 deg .05 deg

Probability of missing. When the probability of missing the target was
examined, the main effect of target width [F(2,4)=101.13, p•.0004], and the
hand by target-direction interaction (F(1,2)=61.16, p:.01601 were significant.
Here, the target-width effect involved an inverse linear relationship
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2
(r =.938) between the square root of the target width and the subject's
ability to halt his motion within it (Figure 6.14). The hand by target-
direction interaction again involved a supination/pronation effect, with
pronations being 2.5% more likely to hit the target than were supinations (24%
vs 21.5%).

Number of submovements. Only target distance affected the number of
submovements significantly [F(3,6)=41.80, p<.000 2 ]. The number of
submovements was a linear function (r 2 -=. 984) of the square root of target-
distance (Figure 6.15).

Sununary of Current-Control Phase Measures. Again the results were
somewhat surprising. None of the previously described handedness hypotheses
'Table 6.1) was supported to a strong degree. The only one that achieved even
limited success in its predictions was the background-noise hypothesis, which
correctly predicted that the preferred hand would be more accurate than the
nonpreferred hand as the target width decreased. However, this support is
undermined by the fact that the widest target exhibited a nonpreferred-hand
superiority in accuracy.
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Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 were somewhat unexpected. A marked
difference in performance between the two hands did not occuL. No main
effects of hand were noted for any of the dependent variables; even the
interactions involving hand did not support any of the hypotheses being
evaluated (cf. Table 6.1).

The supination/pronation effects were also unexpected, but far easier to
explain. Pronations took less time to perform than did supinations (in terms
of both the total movement time and first submovement time), but were less
accurate in terms of constant error of first submovement distance. This
suggests a distance-duration trade-off, with subjects preferring to make
shorter, but faster pronations and longer, slower supinations.

Several handedness hypotheses can be tentatively rejected with the
results of this experiment. According to the feedback hypothesis, if a
preferred/nonpreferred hand difference had been present, it should have
appeared as a difference between the hands during the current-control phase of
movement. This would have been indicated by significant hand effects cn some
total movement variables such as constant error, standard deviation of total
movement distance, total movement time, and number of submovements, while the
corresponding first submovement variables (from the initial ballistic impulse
phase) would show no difference. However, the predicted pattern was not
present for any of the dependent variables, contrary to the feedback
hypothesis.

If the force-variability hypothesis had been correct, a preferred-hand
superiority should have occurred in the variability of the movements and the
number of submovements per trial. Also, this superiority should have become
more pronounced as the target widths decreased and distances increased. While
such a pattern did emerge to a slight degree, no significant differences
between the hands were noted. Apparently both hands were equally handicapped
by the more difficult movements. On this basis, the force-variability
hypothesis can be rejected.

If the practice hypothesis had been supported, significant day by hand
interactions should have occurred for some or all the dependent variables,
with the preferred hand performing significantly better than the nonpreferred
on the first day, and the difference diminishing on subsequent days. While
one day-by-hand interaction was significant, it involved a d in
performance by the preferred hand on the second day. Because it is unlikely
that practice would result in significantly worse performance for the
preferred hand, the data therefore rule out the practice hypothesis as well.

Had the background-noise hypothesis been correct, a number of hand by
target-width interactions should have occurred, with the preferred hand
performing better than the nonpreferred only on the narrower targets. This
should have appeared in the total movement time, the standard deviation of
total movement distance, the number of submovements per trial, and the
constant error in total movement distance. The data did indeed show a
disparity between the hands in the standard deviation of total movement
distance, but it was small and occurred only for the wider targets. The
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constant error in total movement distance exhibited the predicted pattern for
the narrower targets, but disappeared as the width increased.

One explanation for this is that subjects may have attempted to land at
the exact center of the widest target, which could cause artifacts if the
movement-parsing algorithm interpreted slow, minute movements as tremor or
treated them as having stopped while they were still underway. Given the lack
of support from the other dependent variables, however, such an account seems
unlikely to have been a major cause of differences between the hands.

The analysis of the initiation-time data provided surprising results. No
effects were predicted here, since all parameters of the movement were
available to the subject before onset of the response signal. Previous work
(Klapp and Greim, 1979) had shown that differences in reaction time caused by
target width only occurred for choice, not simple, reaction time. However,
Experiment 1 does not support this finding; there is a difference between the
narrowest and the two widest targets in spite of the fact that the current
experiment was based entirely on simple reaction time.

Since all the hypotheses about the source of differences between the
preferred and nonpreferred hands in the execution of movement have been ruled
out by this study, attention must now be focused on the remaining hypothesis,
namely, that the left hemisphere in right-handers is somehow more attuned to
making positioning movements, while the right is superior in creating motor
programs. Probably the best method of investigating this hypothesis further
is through a modification of Rosenbaum's (1980) movement-precuing technique,
as discussed earlier (Chapter III). Selectively varying the amount and type
of precue information that a subject has available before a movement could
help illuminate the programming process and highlight any differences between
the two sides of the brain. This technique therefore forms the basis of
Experiment 2.
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CHAPTER VII

EXPERIMENT 2: MOVEMENT PROGRAMMING

Rationale

Suppose the two cerebral hemispheres are differently specialized in their
ability to process and use spatial information in the construction of motor
programs. Then it should be possible to observe differences in positioning
movements by varying the amount of precue information supplied before a
movement is initiated. If one hemisphere (and consequently one hand) is
better at using such information, faster programming should result. The
movement-precuing technique developed by Rosenbaum (1980) is uniquely suited
to pursue this possibility, so a mouification of it was employed in
Experiment 2.

An additional advantage of this technique is that a variety of other
questions regarding movement programming can also be simultaneously addressed.
These include:

1) Is a parametric or nonparametric programming model more appropriate?

2) Is programming accomplished as a serial or parallel process?

3) Is the process hierarchically organized? If so, in what order?

4) Can the Hick-Hyman Law account for observed results? In other words,
are multiple response alternatives first prepared, and then selected among?

5) Can a dimension reduction hypothesis account for observed results?

Initiation-time patterns associated with positive answers to each of
these questions are summarized in Table 7.1. These patterns are not
necessarily always mutually exclusive, so the listing below is not meant to be
exhaustive (all of the possible interactions are not detailed.) It is
possible that the programming process could, for example, be both serial and
hierarchical in nature.
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Table 7.1: Predicted vs. Observed Effects of Precue Manipulation
on Initiation Time

Elements of Moyement Prom-am Provided in R•scua

prO ro lmild rssIe firection nista-,ce F-th No~n 2-Choic,

Parametric ý;. r :, j ! -
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2  

s o.V in. 720V are '.3t0

p;rog aT oe t Oe~ore t, oe suzi0 cts atterpt to exec_.e tc

Method

Subjects

Six right-handed males between the ages of 21 and 35 served as paid
subjects. Each received $4 per hour, plus a bonus based on good performance.

Procedure

The procedure was similar to that used in the first experiment, with two
major differences. First, instead of three different target widths, a single
width (3 degrees) was used. Second, the movement precue did not always
specify the target location fully. Instead it provided only partial
information. Subjects were informed about either the direction they would
have to move (left/right), the extent of the movement (I0C, 20:, 30) or 4 C of
wrist rotation), both dimensions, or no dimensions.

The precue symbol was the same as in the previous experiment except that,
rather than a single radius extending from the center to specify the exact
movement required, several radii were present. For the direction precue, all
four radii on the selected movement side were displayed (top of Figure 7.!a).
For the extent precue, the radius at the appropriate target distance on each
side was displayed (middle of Figure 7.1a) . For the fu2 i-information precue,
a single radius appeared (bottom of Figure 7.1a). For the no-information
precue condition, all eight lines were displayed (top of Figure 7.1b).
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Figure 7.1a: Movement Precues for Experiment #2
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No Information

2-Choice
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Figure 7.1b: Movement Precues for Experiment #2
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Two additional movement precues were also included. in one of tnese, two
targets were precued (but neither direction nor extent could be inferred). In

the other, four targets were precued (such that direction and extent were
still unknown) (middle and bottom of Figure 7.1b) . These precues corresconded
to the number of targets indicated by the direction and di.;tance precues.
They were included to determine whether the subjects actualiy used the
additional information available at the start of the movement to finish
incomplete motor programs, or simply prepared multiple programs based on the

available information. If the subjects prepared multiple programs, results

should be identical when two targets were precued and when extent information
was precued, since both of these precue types involve only two possible
targets. The same would be true for the 4-target and direction precues.

The subjects' task involved moving a cursor from one of eight possible
starting positions to a target located in the center of a display. SubJects
again initiated each trial by positioning the cursor within a central
alignment marker. Then they received information about the particular
movement to be made, via the visual precue just described, which was presented

for a period of two seconds.

The screen was blanked after the movement precue for a period cf one sec.
The response signal then occurred. It consisted of an audible tone and a
symbol that was similar to the precue, but that specified only the final wrist
position. At the onset of the response signal, subjects had to rotate the
handle, moving the cursor from the starting location to the target as quickly
and accurately as possible.

Scoring and feedback were identical with those used in the previous
study.

Design

Each subject served in six 75 min. sessions as in the previous

experiment. The movements within each session were organized into blocks of
trials with type of precue, target distance, and target direction varied
within blocks. A block consisted of 48 movements, one for each type of precue

at each possible starting point; subjects performed six blocks per day.
Movements within blocks were randomized to prevent systematic order effects.
Hands were alternated across days. At the beginning of each data-collection
day, subjects performed a short practice block of 15 trials.

Dependent variables for the study were initiation time, total movement
and first submovement time, standard deviation of distance for total movements
and first submovements, probability of missing the target, number of
submovements, and the constant error in distance of both the total movement
and first submovement.



Results

Significant effects for this experiment are summarized in Appendix A.
Again, no main effects for preferred versus nonpreferred hand were
significant.

Preparation Phase

Initiation time. A summary of the initiation-time analysis appears in

the bottom row of Table 7.1. There were significant main effects of target
distance [F(3,9)=3.79, p<.05] and precue [F(5,15)=31.97, p:.00013 on
initiation time. The interaction between hand, target direction, and distance
was marginally reliable [F(5,15)=2.67, p!.06441 and also important.

The target-distance effect on initiation time stemmed from the shortest
movements taking significantly more time to program than did the others (Table
7.2). The precue effect was much more complicated and appears in Table 7.3.
The no-information, extent, 2-, and 4-choice precues did not produce
significant initiation-time differences, while the direction precue produced
significantly faster initiation times than did any of the others. When both
direction and extent were precued, the shortest initiation time occurred,
significantly faster even than the direction precue alone (d,=33.34 msec,
p<.05) . When extent alone was precued, the initiation time did not differ
significantly from that when no information was provided (dT=33.34 msec,
p<.05)

Table 7.2: Initiation Time by Target Distance

Target Initiation

10 deg 364 ms 6.45 ms
20 deg 345 ms 5.53 ms
30 deg 342 ms 5.59 ms
40 deg 345 ms 5.79 ms

Table 7.3: Initiation Time by Precue

precue Initiation Time S.E.
None 385 ms 5.78 ms
Direction 310 ms 6.49 ms
Extent 372 ms 5.97 ms
Both 264 ms 6.27 ms
2-Choice 379 ms 5.33 ms
4-Choice 385 ms 5.83 ms

The interaction between day and precue appears in Table 7.4. Not
surprisingly, there was an improvement in initiation time on the second day,
but the only significant differences involved thosie for the no information,
direction, and 4-choice precues (dT=13.86 msec, p•.0 5 ) . The full information
precue ("both") showed the least improvement between days. This is not
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surprising, since with full information the task amounted to little more ttan
a measure of bkrpie reaction time. The direction precue exhibited the
greatest improvement between days. This is consistent with a hierarchical
structure within the movement programming process, with direction required
before distance information can be made use of. Early extent knowledge in
such a case would provide little helpful information to the subject, since
without the appropriate direction parameter it would not be possible to begin
construction of the movement program. Any practice effect on interpreting the
symbols would be largely overshadowed by the greater amount of programming
time required for all precues other than the first dimension. Precuing
direction information would allow the subject to benefit by beginning the
programming process.

Table 7.4: Initiation Time by Day and Precue

PrecueDaI . Dy2 S&
None 396 ms 7.38 ms 373 ms 8.72 ms
Direction 325 ms 8.37 ms 294 ms 9.61 ms
Extent 380 ms 7.41 ms 364 ms 9.32 ms
Both 270 ms 7.94 ms 259 ms 9.72 ms
2-Choice 384 ms 6.87 ms 374 ms 8.15 ms
4-Choice 395 ms 7.40 ms 374 ms 8.89 ms

The three-way interaction between hand, target direction, and target
distance is much more difficult to interpret. Table 7.5 suggests that the
right hand was much more consistent between supination and pronation movements
than was the left when direction information was unavailable. This could be
the result of the agonist-antagonist muscle pairs within the preferred arm
being more nearly equal in strength than are those in the nonpreferred arm.

Table 7.5: Initiation Time by Hand, Target Direction,
and Precue

Loft Rand Right Hand

EK29t Lef a BZ. g t 9-2 Loft 1-13.nit A

None 360 ms 9.97 Ms 403 ms 15.06 Ms 384 ms 9.00 .s 391 Ms 10.42 "s

Direction 293 ms 12.99 ms 311 ms 16.09 ms 306 mis .02 ms 329 Ms 13.2 Ms

Extent 341 ms 11.22 T s 399 ms 13-54 's 379 ms 11.06 m. 370 's 9.75 ms

Both 255 ms 14.73 ms 271 ms 15,38 ms 259 ms 7.62 ms 273 "s 11.14 Ms

2-Choice 356 Ms 10.24 ms 391 Ms 12.44 ms 389 ms 7.99 Ms 381 "s 10.81 Ms

4-Choice 363 ms 12.85 ms 405 ms 14.33 ms 380 ms 9.14 ms 390 ins 8 62 ms

Ballistic Phase

First submovement time. Significant effects on first submovement time
were found for both target distance [F(3,9)=8.28, p!.0059] and precue
(F(5,15)=3.79, p<.0203]. The distance effect involved the first submovement
being executed more rapidly (255 msec) for the 100 targets than for the other
target distances (284, 288, and 292 msec) [dT=26.32 msec, p•.051.
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The precue effect oc>urrto b-cau tffii -- tIiho1av or.cued movements

had significantly longer first :ubr.c'oe.,t .t5.; nh.;e r.ti: ned winh the other
precues (d,.=19.53 msec, pK.05) . Nore_ the oter ptecues yieded tires that

differed significantly from one anodei. The data are ccrt'.ied in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6: First Submovement Time by Precue

Movement
precue Time S.E.

None 2 m 6 ."x.l,. 50 u83 rno;

Direction 299 m s 8.26 os
Extent 273 -,s (.83 rr',s
Both 280 ms 7. 14 M3
2-Choice 275 ms 7.01 ms

4-Choice 281 ms 6.74 ms

Standard deviation of first submovement distance. Significant effects on
this measure were f,-und for target distance [F(3,9)=29.32, p<. 0 001], the
interaction between hand and target direction [F(1,3)=12.33, p<.0 3 921, and the
interaction between hand, terget direction, and target distance [F(3,9)=3.84,
p<. 0 5] . The standard ,deviation of movement distance agair increased linearly

with the distance to the target (r'=.996) [Figure 7.2.

The interactic.i between sand an-d target direction stunnmed from the
preferred hand exhi.bting less difference between supinations and pronations
than did the nonpr ferred hand. This effect is shown in Table 7.7.

Table 7.7: Standard Deviation of First Submovement
Distance by Hand and Target Direction

L S.E. Righ.tHand S.E.
Supinating 6.66 deg .27 deg 6.08 deg .24 deg
Pronatinr- 5.49 deg .22 deg 5.79 deg .22 deg

The three-way interaction is actually a two-way interaction between
supination/pronati(,n and target distance. The standard deviation of the first
submovements for bo :h supinations ann pronations increased linearly with the
target distance (r' G.9996, and r' =.985). Supinations became increasingly

more variable than )ronaations as the target distance increased. This
relationship is denite' in Figure 7.3 `-he slopes in this relationship are
significantly diffe-ert (z-3.24, z 1.96)].

Constant error of first submovement distance. Significant effects were
found on this mreasure t-r• target distance [F(3,9):91.27, p•.0 0 01] and precue
(F(5,l5)=2.98, p,.046l) . The distance effect occurre-d because the constant
error of the first surnoverent distance was art inverse lt Iear function of
target distance (r' .9999) (Figure 7.4]. The precue effec-t o.ccurred because
both precues involvirng diroot on intormat icrl (the nnd full.-
information precues) prorccd sibstant i a . 1 y stria !er cons.,t.ant e!rtrors than did
the other four precues (d- =. ,P.05) . N.ti 5r the two di rectional
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precues nor the other four precues differed significantly from each other in
their effects (Table 7.8).

Table 7.8: Constant Error of First Submovement Distance by Precue

Precuei_ Constant Error S.Eý
None -9.75 deg .63 deg
Direction -8.32 deg .58 deg
Extent -9.24 deg .64 deg
Both -7.99 deg .56 deg
2-Choice -9.44 deg .62 deg
4-Choice -9.57 deg .63 deg

Summary of ballistic-phase measures. As in Experiment 1, none of the
hypotheses regarding hand differences in the ballistic phase of movement was
supported by the present data. The persistence of some hand by target-
direction by target-distance interactions is quite interesting, however, and
will be further developed later.

Current-Control Phase

Total movement time. Total movement time exhibited significant effects
only for target distance [F(3,9)=31.66, p<.0001]. The interactions between
hand and precue, and between hand, target direction, and target distance were
also marginally reliable and of interest [F(5,15)=2.51, p•. 0 7 6 8; and
F(3,9)=3.77, p<.00531, respectively].

The distance effect again stemmed from a linear relationship between the
square root of target distance and movement time (r =.997). This effect is
presented in Figure 7.5.

The interaction between Land and precue resulted from a tendency for the
preferred hand to be faster when only extent was known [dT=1 7 . 6 5 msec], while
the nonpreferred hand was faster with all the other precues (tnough not
significantly so) [Table 7.9j. This does not support the hemispheric-
processing hypothesis, because that hypothesis predicts that the prograxmning,
not execution, of the movement should be facilitated.

Table 7.9: Movement Time by Hand and Precue

LeftHan SE
None 571 ms 17.08 ms 566 ms 14.76 ms
Direction 569 ms 16.20 ms 588 ms 15.86 ms
Extent 576 ms 15.74 ms 561 ms 15.82 ms
Both 566 ms 17.60 ms 570 ms 16.31 ms
2-Choice 562 ms 16.98 m s 574 ms 15.17 ms
4-Choice 572 ms 15.18 mrs 584 mrs 16.60 ms
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The interaction between target direction, target distance, and hand
appears to involve another supination/pronation effect. Both supination and
pronation movement times increased linearly with the square root of targetditne(2 2
distance (r 2=.999 and r =. 995) . The disparity between the two was
greatest with the shortest target distance, decreasing for the longer

movements (Figure 7.6). The difference between the slopes comes very close,
but does not quite reach significance (z=1.82, z,,,,=1. 9 6 ).

These results are somewhat surprising when compared to those in the first
experiment. While pronations were slower in both cases, the two types of
movement progressively diverged with increasing movement distance in
Experiment 1; here the opposite pattern emerged.

Probability of missing. Only target distance affected this measure
significantly [F(3,9)=10.29, p•. 0 0 2 9 ]. This was caused by the shortest
distance yielding an error rate approximately 4% higher than that found with
the other targets (16% vs 12%, 11%, and 12%). Although, the nonpreferred hand
did tend to miss more often than the preferred hand (Table 7.10), the
interaction between hand and precue condition was not significant
[F(5,15)=0.39, p•. 8 4 6 2 ]. Since the preferred hand also exhibited longer
movement times in general for both complete movements and first submovements,
possibly this represents a speed-accuracy trade-off. Unfortunately, there
seems to be no consistent pattern relating the difference in miss rate to the
difference in movement times.

Table 7.10: Probability of Missing by Hand and Precue

SLeft an S. Right Hand
None .15 .02 .12 .02

Direction .15 .02 .13 .02
Extent .12 .02 .12 .02

Both .16 .02 .13 .02
2-Choice .11 .02 .12 .02
4-Choice .14 .02 .10 .02

Number of submovements. This measure showed a significant main effect of
target distance [F(3,9)=83.37, p!.00 0 11, and a three-way interaction between
hand, target direction, and target distance [F(3,9)=6.74, pj•.0112].

The distance effect is easily described; the number of submovements was a
linear function of the square root of the target distance (r 2 =.992) [Figure
7.71. The three-way interaction between hand, direction, and distance is
somewhat more difficult to understand. The preferred hand was somewhat more
consistent in the number of submovements required for both supinations and
pronations than the nonpreferred hand was, but a second pattern also emerged
from the data. Movements over the shortest target distance required more
submovements for supinations, while differences between the two disappeared at
the 200 distance. For the longest movements, the trend reversed itself.
These data are presented in Table 7.11.
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Table 7.11: Number of Submovements by Hand, Distance,

and Target Direction

Target Left Hand Right Hand

10 deg 2.18 .09 1.90 .08 1.90 .07 2.03 .07
20 deg 2.62 .08 2.63 .10 2.54 .07 2.60 .06

30 deg 2.82 .09 3.16 .09 3.25 .09 3.09 .08
40 deg 3.19 .09 3.93 .12 3.86 .10 3.63 .08

Summary of current-control phase measures. None of the hypotheses that
attribute the performance difference between the hands to the current-control
phase was supported. In this respect, the present results paralleled those of
the previous experiment.

Discussion

The lack of any substantial performance differences between theý preferred
and nonpreferred hands in this experiment was surprising. The only effects cf

hand were the hand by target-direction interactions for initiation time,
number of submovements, and standard deviation of first submovement distance.
These variables suggest that differences between the preferred and
nonpreferred hands might not be due to less variation within the preferred
hand per se, but to greater consistency between opposite movements by the
preferred hand. Perhaps the supination/pronation movements with the preferred
hand are more similar to each other in terms of execution speed and other
parameters than are those with the nonpreferred hand.

The superiority of the nonpreferred hand in total movement time with most
precues is also quite surprising. Had the hemispheric-processing hypothesis
been supported, one would have expected the initiation time for the movement
to be lower for the nonpreferred hand, given the previously discussed
superiority of the right hemisphere in processing spatial information such as
the full-infotmation precue provides. Overall movement time (a sequential,

feedback-driven process) would have been faster for the preferred hand because
of the left cerebral hemisphere's superiority in this type of information
processing. However, no such differences arose in this study.

A possible explanation for this might be that the difference between the
preferred and nonpreferred hands (and their controlling hemispheres) lies not
in the initial construction of the motor program, but rather in a greater
facility at adapting existing programs to account for new information. There
could be a variety of reasons for this, including greater automaticity within
the motor program for the preferred hand due to the left hemisphere's weaker
spatial information processing ability. Perhaps the right (spatial
processing) hemisphere is more facile at manipulating rapidly changing
inf .mation than is the left. This would result in the nonpreferred hand!
being more adaptable once an initial motor program is constructed.

The most interesting aspect of the present experiment is that the effects
of precuing differed from those found by Rosenbaum (1980). He found that
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prior specification of hand, direction, or extent in any order decreased the
reaction time of his subjects, leading him to postulate a serial, but not
necessarily hierarchical orqanization within the motor program. This was not
the case in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2 shows that information about movement extent was oniy
valuable when coupled with direction information, while direction information
alone was more valuable than no information. The combination of direction and
extent information was more valuable than direction information alone, while
extent information alone was not more valuable than no information. This
suggests that direction and extent information Ar& hierarchically organized 'n
the motor program, with direction information being required before encoding
extent. While these results agree with those of Larish and Frekany (1985),
other aspects of their final conclusions were not supported here. Since
precuing both direction and extent produced significantly faster initiation
times than precuing direction alone (and direction was more valuable than no
information), parallel processing can be ruled out. Had there been parallel
processing, there should have been no difference between precuing either of
the pertinent dimensions and providing no precues at all, while precuing both
dimensions should have resulted in a significant decrease in initiation time
over either one.

Although precuing successively more movement dimensions resulted in

progressively lower initiation times, the dimension-reduction hypothesis can
also be rejected with the results of Experiment 2. If this hypothesis were
correct, precuing either extent or direction should have resulted in
equivalent initiation times, since in either case only one dimension remained
to be specified afterwards. However, this did not occur.

The contention by both Goodman and Kelso (1980) and Lepine et al. (1989)
that the Hick-Hyman Law accounts for the observed precuing differences did not
hold either. Unlike most previous experiments in this area, precuing of
movement extent did not reduce the number of response alternatives here to the
same degree that precuing of movement direction did (extent precues left 2
possible targets, while direction precues left 4 targets). Had subjects been
preparing multiple motor programs when the number of response alternatives was
small, precuing of extent should have yielded shorter initiation times than
did precuing of direction (since the choice was between two rather than four
alternatives). The two-choice and extent precues should have produced equal
initiation times, ns should the four-choice and direction precues. None of
these predicted outcomes occurred. The only hypothesis that fits the observed
data is that motor programming proceeds in a parametric, hierarchically-
organized, serially-executed fashion.

This is not to say that all of the previous investigators' findings were
totally unsupported here. Like Rosenbaum's (1980) findings, omitting
direction information from the precue did result in greater increase in
initiation time than did omission of extent information. Rosenbaum's original
findings also admitted that there was some tendency for some extent decisions
to be made following the determination of hand and direction. Considering the
confusing nature of his precue, it is unsurprising that the results obtained
here did not parallel those found in his study. Since Goodman and Kelso
(1980) used an identical precue in their replication of Rosenbaum's study, the
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same criticism can be made of their results as well (a fact that they point
out).

Lepine, Glencross, and Requin (1989) also found that specification of the
extent parameter facilitated reaction time less than did that of direction or
hand. They argued that this happened because the latter two parameters
represented discrete binary decisions 'forward/backward and left/right) while
the former was a continuous variable. It is difficult to understand why
specification of extent should affect the programming process differently than
does specifying direction. Both are continuous variables that can assume one
of two arbitrarily assigned levels in each of these studies (forward/backward
and near/far.) The hand is normally free to move in any direction in three-
dimensional space, not just fore and aft.

The results here agree better with those of Larish and Frekany (1985).
It was found that direction required more time to specify than extent, and
that direction information was required before extent information could be
used. Unlike their results, however, those from this study do not indicate
that programming proceeds in a parallel fashion. Indeed, it is difficult to
understand how Larish and Frekany can postulate both a hierarchical and
parallel programming process simultaneously. If direction information is
necessary to use extent information, it would seem that these two parameters
cannot be processed at the same time. If this were true, then the initiation
time for the specification of direction information and that for the condition
in which no information was provided in the precue should be equivalent. This
was not confirmed in the present study.

It is possible that some of the difference in results between this study
and those of most previous investigators stems from differences in the tasks
involved. All of the previously cited studies used a complex movement with
several muscle pairs and body linkages. The movement in the present studies
employs only one set of agonist/antagonist muscles and involves only wrist
rotations---a much simpler task. Additionally, with button-pressing tasks, it
is not necessary for the subject to decelerate in order to stop the movement;
depressing the switch ends the movement, independently of any voluntary
impulse from antagonist muscles. The wrist rotation task used here requires
both an accelerative and decelerative impulse from the subject. This would
seem to be more representative of real-world tasks.
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CHAPTER VIII

EXPERIMENT 3: MOVEMENT REPROGRAMMING

Rationale

Experiment 3 was designed to test a possibility raised in Experiment 2.
Perhaps the unexpected superiority of the nonpreferred hand on manual aiming
tasks with limited information stems from its adaptability to new information
during the construction of a motor program (reprogramming) . Here, it was
decided to use the response-priming technique developed by Meyer et a!.
(1978). Rather than giving the subject only part of the information that he
needed to construct the motor program, the precue provided complete
information. Sometimes, however, this information was incorrect, thus forcing
the subjects to modify their prepared program.

Using this method, it was also possible to examine the nature of the
motor program further. If the non-hierarchical program structure proposed by
Rosenbaum (1980) is correct, and if it is possible (and parsimonious) to
modify existing motor programs, incorrect precues should result in slower
initiation times than do correct precues. Miscuing successively more movement
dimensions should result in increasingly worse performance. If, on the other
hand, the programming process is hierarchical, as suggested in Experiment 2,
this should still hold true, but the degree of degradation would vary with the
dimensions miscued.

For Experiment 3, various predictions can also be made on the basis of
hypotheses about sources of performance differences between the preferred and
nonpreferred hands. If there is a hemispheric superiority in terms of motor
reprogramming, the nonpreferred hand (and right cerebral hemisphere) should
exhibit faster initiation times than does the preferred hand when the initial
primed response is incorrect, but no differences should appear when the primed
response is completely accurate. This is a function of the processing mode
employed by the contralateral (controlling) cerebral hemisphere. Consistent
with the results of the previous studies, it is predicted that no main effects
of hand will result here on any of the dependent measures for movement
execution.

For the aspects of movement programming investigated in Experiment 2,the
response-priming technique provides a unique opportunity to cross-check
previous conclusions. The initiation-time data associated with positive
answers to the questions addressed earlier should exhibit the patterns shown
in Table 8.1, depending on the nature of the programming process.
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Table 8.1: Predicted Effects on Initiation Time for Prograrmming Issues

Element& of Movement Program Changed from Primed Stimulus

Proc,--an*Mi Ouatl . Dicion Di"tA.nc I Roth raithar No n

Parametric slower slower slowest Fastest

Serial Process slower slower slowest Fastest

Parallel Process slowerl slower slowerl Fastest

Hierarchical slower2 slower slowest] Fastest

Non-hierarchical slower slower slowest Fastest

ACTUAL EFFECTS SLOWEST SLOWER SLOWEST FASTEST

- - baseline RT

I - should all be equal to each ot•er

2 w higher in hierarchy will result in game time as switching both,

lower equal result In slight decrease

3 - should be equal to time for higher element in •ioaerchy

Method

Subjects

Six right-handed males between the ages of 21 and 30 served as paid
subjects. Each received $4 per hour, plus a bonus based on good performance.

Procedure

The. procedure was similar to that used in the previous experiments, with
several modifications. First, rather than precuing partial, but always
correct, dimensions of the movement to be made (direction, extent, or both) as
was done previously, the current precue did not always provide correct
information. Five types of precues were used:

1) "NONE"--in which none of the movement dimensions was switched after the
precue (i.e., completely correct information was provided in the precue).
This made up about 3/7 of the trials.

2) "BOTH"--indicating that both the direction and extent of the movement were
switched after the precue (i.e., totally incorrect information was provided
originally). These composed 1/7 of the trials.

3) "DIRECTION"--indicating that this dimension of the precued movement was
switched (i.e., only the original distance information was correct). These
amounted to 1/7 of the trials.

4) "DISTANCE"--indicating that the precued movement distance was incorrect,
but that the direction was proper. This again amounted to 1/7 of the trials.
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5) "NO INFORMATION"--indicating that no useful information was provided in
the precue. These composed the final 1/7 of the trials.

About 71% of the precues contained at least some valid information, and
the precue was either at least partially valid or neutral in about 85% of the
cases. Totally misleading precues made up only 14% of the trials.

The form of the precue is depicted in Figure 8.1. Here, the number in
the center of the display gave the distance from the starting position to the
target, with the arrow representing the direction of the wrist rotation to be
made. For the NO INFO precue, the number was replaced by two "X"'s, and
arrows pointing in both directions were displayed.

The subjects' task again involved moving the cursor from one of eight
possible starting positions to a target located in the center of t-&• display.
The subjects initiated each trial by aligning the cursor with the alignment
marker in the center of the display for a period of one-half second. They
were then precued about the particular movement to be made. The precue
appeared on the display for a period of two sec.

The screen was blanked after the precue for a period of one sec. The
response signal then appeared, and an audible tone sounded. Following invalid
precues, response signals consisted of the same symbols as were used in the

previous two experiments, i.e., a semicircle with a single radius extending
from the center to the edge of the circle, corresponding to the required
direction and extent of the movement. When the movement precue was totally
valid, the response signal was the precue that had previously been used in
Experiment 2 tc provide no information (all eight targets cued). This forced
subjects to attend fully to the precue and keep it in memory. (If they did
not, then they would not have known where to move on such trials.)

At the onset of the response signal, subjects had to rotate the handle
and move the cursor from the starting location to the target region as quickly
and accurately as possible. Here, the movement initiation requirements were
modified somewhat. Rather than giving the subject some liberal time limit
(i.e., 1 sec) to commence his movement, a more stringent individual time limit
was established for each subject.

The new time limit was based on performance during practice sessions, and
was set to a value that equaled the time at wihich only the fastest 33% of the
practice movements had been initiated. This was done to place time stress on
the subjects; they were not informed about the impending stress until after
the practice sessions. If movement preceded the response signal or had not
commenced within the preset time limit, then a message was presented to the
subject ("STARTED TOO SOON" or "STARTED TOO LATE"), and the trial was repeated
at the end of the block.

Scoring and feedback were identical to those used in the preious
experiments. Subjects were told that speed and accuracy were equally
important on the task, and that their best score would result from making
rapid, controlled movements.
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Figure 8.1: Response Priming Display for Experiment #3
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Design

Each subject served in five 90-min. sessions on separate days over a one-

week period. The first session was practice and is not reported here. In the
first half of the practice session, the procedure was introduced, and the

subject performed all movements with only their left (or right) hand. In the
second half of the practice session, the other hand was used.

The movements within each session were organized into blocks of trials
with type of precue, target distance, and target direction all varying within

the block. Each block consisted of 168 movements, which included an equal
number of trials from each starting point, subject to the precue distribution

detailed earlier.

Subjects performed two blocks of trials per day. Movements within blocks
were randomized to eliminate systematic order effects. The same hand was used
on all blocks within a day, and hands were alternated across days. At the
beginning of each data-collection day, subjects performed a short practice
block of 15 trials. Dependent variables were the same as those measured in
the previous experiments.

Results

Significant effects for this experiment are summarized in Appendix A. As

in the previous studies, there were no significant main effects of preferred
versus nonpreferred hand for any of the dependent measures.

Preparation Phase

Initiation time. Initiation time data are presented in Table 8.2. Only

the precue condition had a significant effect on initiation time
[F(4,12)=8.66, p<.0016]. The relationship between these results and the

theoretical issues discussed earlier are summarized in words in the bottom
line of Table 8.1.

Table 8.2: Initiation Time by Precue Changed

Precue Changed Initiation Time S.E.
None 268 ms 3.61 ms
Direction 340 ms 6.13 ms
Extent 318 ms 7.03 ms

Both 344 ms 5.49 ms
No Information 327 ms 5.41 ms

Changing movement extent produced a significantly shorter initiation time

than did changing either direction or both extent and direction (d. =21.08
msec, p•.05) . When direction alone or both direction and extent were changed,

initiation time did not differ significantly from that of the no-information

precue. When direction alone was changed, the results were not sigrufican-iy
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different than those obtained when no information was provided. The no-change
precue yielded significantly faster times than did all other conditions.

Ballistic-Phase Measures

First submovement time. Only the main effect of target distance reached

significance for this measure [F(3,9=4.54, p(.033 6]. Movement time once again
increased linearly with the square root of target distance (r 2 =.973) . These
data appear in Figure 8.2.

Standard deviation of first submovement distance. This measure was also
significantly affected only by target distance [F(3,9)=14.68, p•.00 0 81. Once
again, there was a linear relation between the target distance and the

2standard deviation of the movement distance (r =.965), as shown in Figure 8.3.

Constant error of first submovement distance. For this measure, there
were main effects of target distance [F(3,9)=20.23, p•.O00 2 ] and precue

[F(4,12)=3.42, p<.0 4 3 7 1, and an interaction between target distance and precue
[F(12,36)=2.08, p<.0 4 5 0 ]. The interaction between hand and target direction
also approached significance [F(1,3)=6.94, p<.0 7 80].

The distance effect again stemmed from constant error increasing linearly
2with target distance (r =.994) [Figure 8.4]. The precue effect occurred when

the direction and direction-extent combinations were switched between the
precue and response signal. As Table 8.3 shows, these two switches increased
constant error substantially compared to those for the no-information precue
[d T=3.6310, p•.05 .

Table 8.3: Constant Error of First Submovement
Distance by Precue Changed

Constant Error
Precue Changed of 1st Submoovement S.

None -3.23 deg .64 deg
Direction -5.98 deg .78 deg
Extent -4.02 deg .65 deg
Both -5.88 deg .66 deg

No Information -2.17 deg .59 deg

The interaction between precue and target distance tor constant error was

somewhat confusing. For each precue, the constant error of first submovements
was a linear function of the target distance (r =.985, r =.987,

2none di
r L =.9 9 9 9  r bot= 9 0 7 , and r = 933). It appears that as the target
distance increased, all the precues that contained any valid information
tended to yield constant errors that converged at the 40° distance. This
effect is shown in Figure 8.5.

Finally, the hand by target-direction interaction reveals that movements
by the preferred hand were again more consistent than those by nonpreferred
hand for rotations in either direction. The difference in constant error
between supinations and pronations by the preferred hand was approximately
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0.250 (-4.53 vs -4.30), while the nonpreferred hand exhit~ited a (11terence of

almost 1.5" (-4.80 vs -3.38).

Sumnary of ballistic measures. As in the previous experiments, none of
the hypothes-s about performance differences between the hands was supported--

by data from the ballistic movement phase. The general trend toward greater
consistency of supinations and pronations by the preferred hand, however, &~es
seem to persist across the studies.

Current-Control Phase

Total movement time. This measure was significantly affected only by

target distance [F(3,9)=10.81, p<. 0 0 2 4 ]. Total movement time again increased
linearly with the square root of the target distance (r =.999), as shown in

Figure 8.6.

Standard deviation of total movement distance. This measure was
significantly affected only by the day-by-precue interaction (F(4,12)=3.70,
p!.0348]. This occurred because there was no significant difference
[d_=.0770, p_<.05] between the two days except with the no-information precue,

which produced substantially less variation on the seccnd day (88 vs .98).

Constant error of total movement distance. Only target distance
affected this measure significantly [F(1,3)=7.18, p<.0 0 9 2 1. Constant error
was a linear function of the square root of target distance (r 2 =.967)

[Figure 8.7).

Number of submovements. This measure was affected by target distance

[F(3,9)=13.15, p<.0012] and the hand-by-precue interaction [F(4,12)=3.30,
p<.0483]. In the distance effect, the number of submovements increased

2linearly with the square root of target distance (r =.994) [Figure 8.8).

The hand-by-precue interaction is somewhat more difficult to

characterize. It may have occurred because the preferred hand required more
submovements for the precues in which only extent was switched or no
information was presented [dr=.16 8 submovements, p•.05] (Table 8.4). An

alternative view is that the nonpreferred hand requires fewer submovements
overall, except in cases where only the direction information was invalid.

Table 8.4: Number of Submovements by Hand and Precue Changed

Number of Submovements

Precue Changed L SEJ H S.E.
None 3.14 .10 3.28 .10

Direction 3.22 .11 3.13 .09
Extent 3.13 .12 3.32 .11

Both 3.21 .13 3.28 .10
No Information 2.98 .11 3.22 .10
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Probability of missing. This measure was affecte<1 "'y p.ýCue

[F(4,12)=5.47, p<.0 0 9 6], as well! as the hand-by-precue ct'on
[F(4,12)=3.87, p<.0303) . The precue effect involved l1r ge diff re

error rate across the various precues, and is sumrari zeod 'n Tanie
Direction changes produced significantly more errors [-5 . 5 tnan
did completely valid precues. Changing extent informut'on a re, angong
both direction and extent together, also yielded relatively ow err rates,
while the no-information precue yielded intermediate error rates. Oddly,

changing both direction and extent produced significantly fewer errors than
providing the subject with no information at all. This may or may not nave
been due to a priming effect similar to that found in the Hawthorne studies

(Gilmer, 1971.

Table 8.5: Probability of Missing by Precue Changed

Probability of

Precue Changed M S.E.

None .16 .01
Direction .22 .02
Extent .15 .02
Both .13 .02
No Information .18 .02

The hand-by-precue interaction occurred because the right hand was

significantly [dT=.0 5 6 5 , p<.05] more accurate than the left hand for most
precues, except when direction was switched (both the DIRECTION and BOTH
precues). With the latter two precues, the difference between hands was not
significant. These data for both hands are presented in Table 8.6. If a
hierarchical control structure for motor programs in which direction
information is required prior to make use of extent information exists, this
may indicate that the left cerebral hemisphere (right hand) is better able to
modify existing programs. Neither hemisphere seems to be superior when a

total reconstruction of such programs is required, eliminating some support
for the hemispheric specialization hypothesis.

Table 8.6: Probability of Missing by Hand and Precue Changed

Probability of Missing

Precue Changed Left Hand S.E. R S.E.

None .18 .01 .13 .02

Direction .22 .02 .22 .03
Extent .22 .03 .02
Both .15 .02 .12 .02
No Information .21 .02 .15 .02

Sunmnary of current-control phase measures. As in both previous

experiments, there was no significant support for any of the hypotheses about
the source of hand difference per se. Postibly the most interesting aspect of
the current-control phase measures here is the relatively poorer performance
(in terms of missing the target) of th,' preferred hand when movement direction
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or both direction and extent had to be altered before the movement begar.. Tne
preferred hand exhibits significantly better perforrmance tha tI n .
under all conditions in which direction jnformtion is ro'iswnt
altered, suggesting that the left -•rebrai hemisphere tmruy Li Lette:r ýIt
update existing motor programs in these cases. Interestingly, to.- caesi*
which direction was switchem were also the cases in whicL t"he :;:nm'pcrJ<:

hand was not significantly lower in terms of nubter of s v-ments e
to hit the target. This suggests that the superiority ot the preter:e<h
does not lie in being able to execute faster corrective sumovemcns
nonpreferred hand (the sequencing hypothesis),

Discussion

As before, the lack of any substantial hand effects :s is prsing,
there are several other general trends in these data that. bear noting. Tne
probabili-y of hitting the target was higher for the preferred hand, except
when the precued direction information was invalid. This may indicate that
motor programs for the preferred hancl are more difficult to change wh.eon the
more significant portions of the information therein are incorrect. :t cculd
be that the motor program for the preferred hand is more firmly automated than
for the nonpreferred hand. Perhaps the preferred hand is more resistarni t
outside interference or extraneous input once a motor program has been

constructed.

It is possible, however, that by trying to simplify the movement task as
much as possible (unidimensional movements, very little friction on the
handle, etc.), the experimental manipulation used in Experiment 3 may e
actually minimized the difference between the two hands. If one accepts thi-s
position, the "sequences of action" hypothesis discussed in Chapter 7i is
still viable. Perhaps the preferred hand is more attuned to making sequences
of actions, not because of any superiority in the programming process itself,
but rather because once programming is complete, the program is "hardwireci"

into the motor system and requires less conscious attention unless some
outside agent interferes. A series of movements may thus be queued into the
system more effectively because each element of the complex movement is
basically a subprogram, not requiring continuous conscious control.

Viewed in this light, the quicker transitions between the upward and

downward strokes of rhythmic tapping cited earlier do not result because the
preferred hand can switch more rapidly between the two types of movements.
They simply represent a dearadation in performance by the nonpreferred hand
because of interference to the system from the "real world" (the impact of the
stylus on the tabletop). The preferred hand may simply continue its existing
automated movement, ignoring the "noise" caused by the impact.

Perhaps the best way to test this hypothesis would be to introduce
various levels of "noise" systematically into the positioning movement. One
could have subjects practice on the movement task in a neutral condition, then
vary the friction of the handle randomly before the start of a movement, or
introduce some jiggle into the handle. If the preferred hand is more affected
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by these extraneous elements, because of inflexibility resulting from movemernt
automaticity, then this would support the automaticity hypothesis.

Regarding the motor-prograrrining issues raised earlier, the present
results confirm the findings of the previous study. nitiatiorn time for
switching direction (after the "direction" and "both" precues) was about t rhe
same regardless of whether extent information was also switched. When extent
information was switched, but direction information was not, subjects were
significantly faster than when both types of information were switched
simultaneously. This agrees with the results obtained by Larish and Frekany
(1985).

The data are consistent with a hierarchical control structure that

requires direction information in order to use extent informration.
Apparently, when extent information alone is switched, the prograrr.ming process
must backtrack only one step in the hierarchy and change the appropriate
distance parameter (a gain change within previously selected agonist-
antagonist muscles). This occurs significantly faster than when hotn
direction and extent information must be switched.

The present data are also consistent with a nonhierarchical, serial-
programming model such as that proposed by Rosenbaum (1980)7. f a
nonhierarchical model was correct, extent switches should yield about the san.e
pattern of results as direction switches, producing initiation times that are
slower than those obtained with full information, yet still significantly
faster than when both direction and extent information are changed together.
This pattern failed to occur in Experiment 3. Also, initiation times for
direction switches were almost identical with those for movements in which
both direction and extent were switched simultaneously. It appears that
rather than simply backtracking one stage in the programming process and
changing the motor program, an individual must go back to the very beginning
of the process and program a new movement from scratch when direction
information changes.

There is also another related possibility that may have occurred in
Experiment 3. Subjects may have incorrectly started moving toward an
invalidly precued target, and then changed the movement into one toward the
correct target after the start of the trial. If so, then the initiation-time
measure would not represent the actual time required by subjects to update
their existing motor programs, and no difference between the hands would be
anticipated on this measure (and would explain why none was found).



CHAPTER IX

EXPERIMENT 4: MOVEMENT REPROGRAMMING I I

Rationale

Experiment 4 was performed to eliminate the last possibility raised at
the end of Experiment 3. It required the subjects to prepare each precued
movement, and then upon learning the actual target, to modify their existing
motor programs before initiating the movement. Here, the predicted results
correspond exactly to those obtained in Experiment 3, assuming that the
original (hierarchical programming) account of Experiment 3's outcome i
correct. On the other hand, if the outcome of Experiment 3 stemmied frce
subjects attempting to reverse their movements on the fly, then Experiment 4
may yield different results than those obtained previously.

Method

Subjects

Five of the six subjects from Experiment 3 participated in this
experiment as paid subjects. All were right-handed males between the ages of
21 and 27. Each received $4 per hour, plus a bonus based on good performance.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3, with one major
modification. For each trial on which the subject began moving in the wrong
direction, a score of 0 points was awarded. These trials were not repeated,
and the data from them were not included in the analysis. Since each
subject's bonus was based on his average score per trial, dividing the total
points awarded by the total number of trials per block (including those in
which no points were earned) substantially reduced the payoff if wronq-
direction movements occurred. In practice, the number of such movements was
relatively small (0.6% when no changes were made, 9.5% when direction was

changed, 2.1% when extent was changed, 10.8k when both dimensions were
changed, and 2.1% when no information was provided). These percentages are
somewhat misleading in that in the case of the DIRECTION and BOTH switches,
two subjects acccunted for approximately half of the total errors. Each of
the two subjects was well above the average number of incorrect starts with
only one hand, but not with the same hand (one of the two subjects had
difficulty with the left hand, and the other with the right).
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The distribution of precues was the same as in Experiment 3. Four target

distances (10, n20", 30, and 40°) and one target width (3'-) were empnioyed.

Design

Each subject served in five 90 min. sessions on separate days over a •ni

week period, using the same practice sche.dule as in Experiment 3. The

movements in each session were organized in the same manner as those in the

previous study. Dependent variables were identical to those used in the

previous three experiments.

Results

Significant effects for Experiment 4 are summarized in Appendix A and,
for the most part, agreed with those found in Experiment 3. For the first
time, however, a significant main effect of hand occurred.

Preparation Phase

Initiation time. Only the main effect of precue reached significance
[F(4,16)=22.34, p<.0001] for this measure. As expected, the valid precue (no

dimensions switched) again yielded significantly faster initiation times than

did all other precues. The precues followed by a change of either direction
or both direction and extent information yielded times significantly slower

than those for which only extent was changed (dT=24.61 msec, p•.05).
Initiation times for each precue appear in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: Initiation Time by Precue Changed

Precue Changed Initiation Time

None 239 ms 2.20 ms

Direction 316 ms 3.57 ms
Extent 287 ms 3.80 ms

Both 312 ms 3.70 ms

No Information 298 ms 2.59 ms

Ballistic-Phase Measures

First submovement time. The main effect of target distance, and the

three-way interaction between hand, target direction, and target distance were

significant for this measure [F(3,12)=19.99, p<.0001, and F(3,12)=3.84,
p!.0387, respectively]. As before, the distance effect stemmed from movement

time being a linear function of the square root of target distance (r 2 .996)

[Figure 9.1].

The hand by target-direction by target-distance interaction was

interesting. It apparently stemmed from the left-hand movements to the outer
targets being slightly longer for supinations than pronations, whereas the
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right hand exhibited the opposite pattern (with a difference only appearing at
the shortest distance). This trend appears in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2: Movement Time Interaction for Hand, Distance,
and Target Direction

Target Left Hand Right Hand
Distance Left S.E. Right S.E. Left S.E Right SR.E

i0 deg 181 ms 6.1 m S -1r8 ms 5.6 -.. 6 -s .e e

20 deg 189 rms 5.1 " 1T1 5s 5.4 '96 M5 0 rs :94 rs 5
30 deg 202 rms 6.4 ms 192 ms 6.6 ý- .98 mrs MS rs 5.s - -,
40 deg 213 ms 7.6 ms 230 ms 6.' ms 238 -s 6.8 ms 2C9 ms 6.9 r5

Standard deviation of first submovement distance. A significant effect
of target distance [EF(3,12)=13.60, p•.0004] and a hand-by-target-distance
interaction [F(3,12)=3.59, p!.0 4 6 4 ] occurred for this measure. The
interaction between hand, target direction, and target distance was almost
significant, and is also worth noting [F(3,12)=2.95, p<.0 7 5 7].

The standard deviation of first-submovement distance increased linearly
2with target distance (r =.9966), as shown in Figure 9.2. The hand by target-

distance interaction stemmed from all movements longer than ten degrees being
less variable with the preferred hand than with the nonpreferred. However,
this difference was only significant for the 200 target distance (d_=.995 de-,
p<.05) [Table 9.3].

Table 9.3: Standard Deviation of First Submovement
Distance by Hand and Target Distance

Target Left Right
iq*acE Hand S.E.
10 deg 4.18 deg .29 deg 4.17 deg .23 deg
20 deg 6.39 deg .38 deg 4.80 deg .29 deg
30 deg 7.56 deg .43 deg 6.94 deg .39 deg
40 deg 8.71 deg .55 deg 8.19 deg .52 deg

The interaction between hand, target direction, and target distance
stemmed from movements to the nearer targets being less variable for
supinations, while movements to the farthest target were essentially the same
with supinations and pronations [see Table 9.4].

Table 9.4: Standard Deviation of First Submovement Distance
By Target Distance and Supination/Pronation

Target

10 deg 3.78 deg 4.58 deg
20 deg 5.22 deg 5.97 deg

30 deg 6.41 deg 8.09 deg
40 deg 8.59 deg 8.31 deg
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Constant error of first submovement distance. T1i:s var-> wa- af1-

significantly by target distance [F(3,12v-29. 5, p!.2i, e
[F(4,16)=3.45, p<'~.0 3 2 5], and the interaction between e a ta.g*-t

distance [F(!2,48) -2.29, p_. 2!l] , Th2, i tu: n ction bý tw,:•n r:..nmtW, .:.u ,ta"; t

direction was again almost significt••. F(i,4)-6.22, pt.Q67l3

The ciistanle2 etffect here, as in most, other cases, st"u-1,:•:d f-:z- ou:.nt

error being a linear function ot ta3-get diStance (r'W-.997,,) >.gure . T

precue effect arose Fro.n cases in which direction information; was ;,c-:rrect

precued (the "both " and "direction" switches), whieh y i...d..... S grro, ant v

(d-=2.9886, p:!1.0) larger constant error than did the othe: thrte pzecues

(which did not dir ter from one another) The consta,•t error-s wh.et b

direction and extent were changed, and when only direction was cha,.qes, did

not differ significantly. This effect appears in Table 9.5.

Table 9.5: Constant Error of First Submovement Distance
by Precue

Precue Changed Constant Error E

None -3.15 deg .44 des

Direction -`.18 deg .48 cog

Extent -4.0! deg .49 dog

Both -6.42 deg .64 dog

No Information -3.88 deg .47 dog

The precue by target-distance interaction stemmed from the constant

errors being linear functions of the square root of target distance, hut nct

hav'.ng the same slopes or intercepts for each precue. As in the previous

experiment, differences between constant errors for four of the fi-ve precues

decreased as target distance increased, converging almost completely at the

4 00 target. Unfortunately, the functions that converged here were not tr'e

same as those in Experiment 3. In Experiment 3, all functions except -hat for

the "no-information" precue converged, while in Experiment 4, the c 2"'ergent

function was that for the "both" precue. These data appear in Figure 9.4.

Finally, when the hand by target-direction interacticn was examined, a

pattern similar to that in the previous experiments again emerged. The

constant error for the first submovement of the preferred hand was almost

identical for both supinations and pronations (-4.510 vs -4.38"), while the

nonpreferred hand exhibited a substantial (ifference between the two (-5. 14 vz

-4.09) [d 7.=l.28, p_<.05).

Summary of ballistic-phase measures. As in the previous experiments, no

main effects of hand were apparent here. Several interesting interactions

with the hand variable did occur, however. A greater consistency for the

preferred hand across measures was again noted.
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Current-Control Phase Measures

Total movement time. The main effect of target distance [F(3,12)=25.45,
p<.0001] was significant for this measure, as was the interaction between hani
and target direction [F(1,4)=12.11, p<.0 2 5 4 ] . As in the previous three
experiments, total movement time increased linearly with the square root of

2target distance (r =.994) (Figure 9.5]. The hand by target-direction
interaction was actually a supination/pronation effect; supinations were

performed more rapidly than pronations (456 msec vs 479 msec).

Standard deviation of total movement distance. Hand was the only
independent variable that significantly affected this measure [F(i,4)=11.09,
p•. 0 2 91], with the nonpreferred hand being slightly more variable than the
preferred hand (.880 vs .790). This is the first case in these experiments
where a main effect of hand has been found.

Constant error of total movement distance. This measure was
significantly affected only by the precue IF(4,16)=3.33, p•. 0 3 6 4). The effect
stemmed entirely from movements with extent changes being consistent
undershoots, while all other movements were slight overshoots. The difference
between both extremes was less than .20 degrees (extent=-.070,
direction=.110).

Number of submovements. The main effect of target distance
[F(3,12)=25.82, p<.0001) and the interaction between hand, target direction,

and target distance [F(3,12)=3.90, p<.03 7 21 were significanL for this measure.
The interaction between hand and target direction also approached significance
[F',,4)=5.65, p<.07621. The number of submovements again increased linearly

2with the square root of the target distance (r =.983) (Figure 9.6]. The hand
by target-direction interaction was actually a supination/pronation effect.
Pronations required slightly more submovements on average to reach the target
than did supinations (3.36 vs 3.03).

The three-way interaction stemmed from a supination/pronation by target-

distance interaction. In this case, there was no difference between the two
types of movement at the smallest target distance, but pronations required
progressively more submovements than did supinations as the target distance
increased. These data appear in Table 9.6 and Figure 9.7. The difference
between the slopes of the two functions was significant at the .05 level
(z=2.43).

Table 9.6: Number of Submovements by Supination/Pronation
and Target Distance

Target

10 deg 2.50 2.49
20 deg 2.92 3.31

30 deg 3.28 3.70
40 deg 3.45 3.93
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Probability of missing. Unlike in Experiment 3, the hand-by-precue
interaction did not reach the .05 level of significance here [F(4,16)=2.3S,
p<.096 9 1. However, a pattern did emerge in the data. In all cases except
when direction information was switched, the hands were essentially equal.

When direction switches occurred, the nonpreferred hand was substantially more
apt to miss the target than was the prefezrred hand. This differs somewhat
from the pattern exhibited in the previous experiment, where the preferrecd
hand was superior except for those cases when direction was switched (when te

hands were equivalent). In both cases, however, the preferred hand did tend
to improve its performance relative to the nonpreferred hand when direction
information was switched. This tends to undermine the hemispheric processing
hypothesis, which predicts virtually the opposite. These data are presented

in Table 9.7.

Table 9.7: Probability of Missing by Hand and Precue Changed

Probability of Hissing
Precue Changed Left Hand S-2- Ha S-.F.

None .11 .01 .11 .0i
Direction .16 .02 .10 .02
Extent .11 .01 .13 .02
Both .15 .02 .08 02

No Information .11 .02 .10 .02

Summary of current-control phase measures. The sudden appearance cl a
main hand effect at this point was surprising. The greater variability
total movement distance does not, however, fit with any ot the prevlously
discussed hypotheses about the sources of hand performance differencus. •:t.5

remaining data still do not provide much support for any of the existing

hypotheses.

Discussion

On the whole, results from Experiment 4 were consistent with those
obtained in Experiment 3. It was also encouraging finally to find a
significant difference between the two hands (in the standard deviation of

total movement distance), but it is still difficult to explain why no
differences were observed in the previous experiments. Possibly, performance
by the two hands is equivalent at lower levels of difficulty, but when
significant reprogramming or time stress is imposed, the superiority of thE
preferred hand becomes more apparent.

The advantage of the preferred over the nonpreferred hand may lie not 1n

an overwhelming difference on any one measure, but in greater consistency
between the production of various types of movements (in this case,
supinations and pronations) . This is suggested by the hand by target-
direction interaction for the constant error of first submovement distance.
Since the preferred hand displays little if any difference between supinatiorn
and pronations, it may be simpler for individuals to program such movements
and accurately predict their current status at any point in time when the
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preferred hand is involved. If this greater consistency between pronations
and supinations extends to other types of movements as well, the net result
might be a general superiority for the preferred hand in performing all tasks

that require a series of movements. The key to this superiority would rest
not on lesser variability within a given movement, but on the greater

consistency of the preferred hand acrs movement types.

Regarding the nature of motor programming, the results of Experiment 4
support the previous conclusions from Experiment 3. It appears that the motor
program is hierarchically organized, with information about movement direction
being required at an earlier stage of preparation than is information about
extent. Changing extent information had a much smaller effect on initiation
time and constant error than did changing direction informdtion. The fact
that changing direction information had as much effect as changing both
direction and extent information is further evidence that in such cases, the
movement had to be completely reprogrammed. Extent information was useless
without direction information, but direction information alone was still

beneficial to the subject.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

Preferred/Nonpreferred Hand Differences

The lack of solid support for any of the hypotheses about performance
differences between the preferred and nonpreferred hand is intriguing. It was
initially anticipated that all but one of the competing hypotheses would be
systematically eliminated during the course of these experiments, or that the
data would show a pattern suggestive of a new and coherent theory. What
occurred, however, was that a majority of the competing hypotheses were
eliminated, but no strong support emerged for the remaining ones.

The practice hypothesis was tentatively rejected based on the results of
Experiment 1. There were no significant hand-by-day interactions for any of
the dependent measures that would indicate improved performance by the
nonpreferred hand, and thus no evidence that with practice, the nonpreferred
hand achieved the same level of performance as the preferred hand. The only
significant interaction of this type was one in which the preferred hand
performed significantly worse than the nonpreferred on the second day of
testing. This reasoning assumes that the preferred hand is sufficiently more
practiced on wrist rotation tasks than the nonpreferred hand that such
differences would appear in this study. This may or may not be a reasonable
assumption depending upon the amount of time subjects have spent adjusting
knobs and verniers, playing video games, etc. If both hands were equally
unskilled at this type of task, no difference would be expected between the
hands (as was the case in these experiments). This seems to be an unlikely
possibility, but it cannot be dismissed out of hand.

The force-variability hypothesis was also substantially rejected by the
first study. There were no systematic differences between the hands on any of
the variability measures (standard deviation of total movement distance,
standard deviation of first submovement distance, or, to a lesser extent,
number of submovements).

The visual-feedback hypothesis was also discredited by the first
experiment. If this hypothesis had been correct, there should have been
definite superiority for the preferred hand during the current-control
(feedback-driven) phase of the movement. This would have appeared in the
number of submovements, the total movement time, and the probability of
missing. However, no such pattern emerged.

If one assumes that any positioning movement also involves a sequence of
actions (its various submove-.nts), then the movement-sequencing hypothesis
also lost credibility during these experiments. According to this hypothesis,
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the total movement time for the preferred hand should have been substantially
shorter than for the nonpreferred hand, because of smaller intervals
occurring between successive corrective submovements. However, again no such
pattern materialized.

Still, it is difficult to rule out the movement-sequencing hypothesis

completely. The pattern of results expected under this hypothesis may only te

displayed in a series of ballistic movements or several movements with
ballistic phases. Most of the experimental evidence for superior movement
sequencing by the preferred hand comes from data on rhythmic tapping,
involving variables such as intertap interval and time to shift between upward
and downward movements. Since these latter movements only consist of
ballistic phases, movements involving current-control phases may not exhibit
the same pattern of results.

Support for the background-noise hypothesis was mixed. The preferred hand
did tend to exhibit a superiority over the nonpreferred hand as the target
width decreased, but this was coupled with an advantage for the nonpreferred
hand on the widest target. One would have expected little or no difference
between the hands for the largest width, and increasingly superior performance
by the preferred hand as the widths decreased. This pattern should have been
manifested most strongly at the smallest target distance, but it was not.
Perhaps the movement distances (and the required force pulses) were too large
here in relation to the hypothesized background-noise level for any
significant results to emerge. Another study with temporally-constrained
movements (Schmidt et al., 1979) and increasingly slow movement velocities
might prove enlightening in this regard.

Experiment 2 substantially discredited the hypothesis that the right
hemisphere is more specialized in terms of spatial ability and should
therefore exhibit a superiority at constructing motor programs given partial
information. There did not seem to be any consistent pattern of results
favoring either hand following the presentation of partial information

(precues) about forthcoming movement dimensions.

Instead, the data from all four experiments suggest that one difference

between the preferred and nonpreferred hands may be a greater consistency
between similar movements made by the preferred hand; for both pronations and
supinations, the preferred hand was substantially the same in terms of the
standard deviation of movement endpoints and constant error. This outcome can
be interpreted in several ways.

First, if preferred-hand consistency holds across movements other than
wrist rotations, this might result in a superiority of the preferred hand,
stemming from an ability to predict more accurately its position at any future
point in a sequence of movements. Because similar movements by the preferred
hand are equally variable and require the same amount of time to complete
regardless of direction, it is possible that one less control parameter must
be processed in a predictive "equation" for this hand. With the nonpreferred

hand, a separate parameter may be needed to represent movements in opposite
directions, making each "calculation" of final position more complex.

Another possibility is that the strength of the opposing muscle groups
used for pronations and supinations are more equally balanced within the
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preferred hand than within the nonpreferred hand. This equality results in
greater consiscency between movements in opposite directions with the same
muscle pairs. This hypothesis is nct necessarily incompatible with the
previous one, and it is possible that the true answer involves elements of
both.

A final alternative is that the preferred hand makes slightly (not

necessarily significantly) more corrective submovements, allowing for a
marginally higher hit rate than the nonpreferred, though the total and first
submovement time is the same for each. This would mean that the primary
ballistic impulse is essentially identical for each hand in terms of amplitude
and velocity, but that the subsequent carrective movements were executed more
quickly. This possibility was somewhat supported by the data from Experiment
3, but not from Experiment 4. This indicates that the greater number of
submovements in the earlier study may have been a function of subjects
incorrectly starting their movements based on the precue data, and not on that
of the response signal (the possibility that caused the changes between
Experiments 3 and 4). The more restrictive controls on movement in Experiment
4 seems to have eliminated this effect, and disproved this hypothesis.

Probably the best way to investigate the hand-consistency hypotheses
further would be to perform a pair of studies, one with sequences of
movements, and one with reprogramming after a movement has been initiated. if

the superiority of the preferred hand stems from its consistency across
different but similar movements, the right hand should be better at all points
during a sequence, both in terms of speed and accuracy, unless the existing
"hardwired" programs are interrupted. After interruption, the nonpreferred
hand, being more accustomed to changing movements on the fly because of
inaccurate predictions about future location, should prove superior.

Motor Programming

The most surprising results of these experiments concerned the nature of
the motor-programming process. Contrary to the results obtained by Rosenbaum
(1980), it appeared here that the programming process is hierarchically
organized, with direction information being necessary before extent
information. It also appeared that the process proceeds in a serial, not
parallel fashion. The dimension-reduction hypothesis (Larish and Frekany,
1985) thus can be rejected in a strict sense, since it relies on a
nonhierarchical motor programming process as one of its fundamental
assumptions. This hypothesis basically treats the motor program as an
incomplete schema with the prespecified dimensions "plugged in" and with an
"X" representing the missing parameter. This implies that the program can be
preconstructed with either dimension prespecified, and then implemented
immediately after the missing parameter is supplied. The present experiments
demonstrate that this is only possible if the prespecified dimension is
direction; this is the essence of a hierarchical processing structure. This
does not suggest that motor programming is non-dimensional. On the contrary,
a hierarchical process implies some type of dimensionsal structure, since each
dimension represents a level in the hierarchy. What the data here show is
that simply supplying progressively more movement dimensions does not lower
initiation time unless the dimensions are specified in the order in which they
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are found in the programming hierarchy. The question is not one of how many
parameters remain, but rather which parameters remain.

The present experiments also substantially discredit the hypothesis that

subjects normally prepare multiple motor programs when the number of response

alternatives is small, as predicted by the Hick-Hyman Law. When subjects were

presented with multidimensional 2- and 4-choice movement precues, performance

was not equivalent to what occurred when either distance or direction
information was provided (alternatives in which an equal number of possible

movements would be preprogrammed). If one theorizes that multiple programs are

only prepared when one dimension of the motor program is definitely known

(e.g., direction or extent), this conjecture basically collapses into the

dimension reduction hypothesis which was discredited above. The only

structure for the motor program that fits the data from these studies is a

serial, hierarchically-organized process.

Perhaps Rosenbaum's (1980) different results were a function of the

methodology he employed or his experimental design. His movement precues

required some degree of verbal processing (relating the displayed letters to

the appropriate movement dimensions), while those used here were pictorial and

spatial in nature. Why this should have caused extent information to be

useful even without direction information in Rosenbaum's (1980) study remains
unknown. Perhaps subjects processed his precues serially in an order

corresponding to the letters' position on the screen.

Another difference between Rosenbaum's (1980) experiments and those

presented here concerns the nature of the response signal. His studies used

lights that corresponded in color to the various response buttons. At best,

this is not a highly compatible cue for an aimed movement. His subjects were
forced to perform a mental search to remember which target was assigned to

each color before the motor program could be completed. This may have

affected the nature of the response timing. In the present experiments, the

precue and the response signal were essentially identical, as well as being
more compatible with the movement to be made.

The fact that the results obtained in Experiment 2 were confirmed with
the response-priming task in Experiments i and 4 adds credibility to the

present conclusions. The motor-programming process definitely is
hierarchically organized and serially executed, at least insofar as movement
extent and direction information are concerned. This is consistent with the

movement model proposed by Larish and Frekany (1985). According to it, the
first step in producing a given movement is the selection of a particular
agonist-antagonist pair. The second step is the determination of the relative

gains required for the force pulses produced by each of the muscles involved.

The data obtained in these experiments do not contradict all results

obtained by earlier investigators. Often, the current results confirm the-r
data, while extending their findings and eliminating some hypotheses that have

been proposed to explain the observed phenomena. The differences often lie in
the interpretation of the results based upon a single aspect of the
programming process.

For example, Lepine et al. (1989) reject a serial programming process
because response time is not additive across all three movement dimeisions
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(arm, direction, and extent in their case). This is a logical conclusion
based upon their data, which showed no difference between the precuing of harm
and direction, leading them to reject the notion of a hierarchical progra.r.i:vg
process. If, however, their results were an artifact of either the precur-i,
technique that they employed or the complex movement that their subjects -,adet
involving several body segments (as discussed earlier), a hierarchical

structure such as in the present experiments could still exist. If so,
additivity would not be expected across dimensions, unless the dimensions were.
precued in the same order as they were processed within the programming
hierarchy. The existence of a hierarchical structure basically invalidates
both the concept of a parallel programming process and the dimension-reductisrn
hypothesis.

Goodman and Kelso's results (1980) are more difficult to explain. Using
a highly compatible stimulus-response mapping, they found no serial effect for
precuing any of the movement parameters. This led them to speculate that
serial processing only occurred whe-n the stimulus and response were highly
incompatible (such as Rosenbaum's '19803 studies). These results have been
contradicted by other researchers (e.g., Larish & Frekany, 1985) who have
obtained indications of serial processing with highly compatible cues and
responses. The results of Glencross and Requin (1985) again could have
stemmed from a confusing precue or the nature of the movement used in their
research.

The results found here dovetail greatly with those of Larish and Frekany
(1985). In both cases, movement direction required longer to specify than did

movement extent, and direction information was essential before extent
information could be effectively utilized. Both also found that the nature of
the reprogramming task was affected by the particular dimension that had to be
reprogrammed. Direction changes entailed a complete reprogramming of a
planned movement, while extent changes only required a modification of it.

The only difference between the results of tho two sets 3f experiments
lies in whether the programming process proceeds in a serial or parallel
fashion. It is possible that the disagreement between the two studies is a
function of either the type of precue used, the nature of the movement made
(button-pressing versus wrist rotations), and the number of agonist-antagonist
muscle pairs involved (the entire arm versus only those involved in wrist
rotations).

Impact on Equipment Design

The original queztion that prompted the rpsearch in this dissertation
concerned whether aircraft could be equally well controlled by either hand
with side-stick controllers. Contrary to previous expectations, the results
of this study indicate that there is probably little difference between the
hands under normal circumstances.

The only condition under which there was any type of significant
superiority for the preferred hand involved changes in movement direction. In
these cases, the preferred hand did significantly better than the nonpreferred
(the probability of missing metric in Experiment 4) . In all other conditions,
the hands were essentially identical. This indicates that for normal flying
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tasks, it probably makes little difference whether the preferred or

nonpreferred hand is used for flight control. It may also Indicate, nowever,

that when movements have to undergo rapid update in terms of direction (en.,

flying in extreme turbulence during a thunderstorm), tne preferred hand is
supericr. Further investigation in this area with increasing task and time

stress as well as subjective workload measures is necessary to draw any

positive conclusions. However, it may not be necessary to avoid nonpreferreC
hand flight with side-stick controllers.

Future Research

Some previous studies involving three parameters in the progranrning

process (hand, direction, and extent) have indicated that specification of tne

required effector occurs after specification of direction. This is also

explainable by the hierarchical model of Larish and Frekany (1985). Since the
same agonist-antaaonist pair is used by either hand to accomplish a particular

movement, it is possible that the muscles in both hands are primed at the same

time, and selection of the particular hand occurs after this point, rather

than before it. A modification of the second and third experiments in this

series could be conducted to test this possibility by using electromyographic
equipment and having subjects prepare both hands simultaneously.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

Experiment #1

Denandent Ueaaure Signifie'.ant Vffrs T-valu- RinnA

First Submovenent Time Hand X Tarqet Directon x Targe-t Dstance FV1, 6 .¶1)

Standard Deviation of Target Distance

First Su ovement Target Width x Day F(2,4)-9.4.3

Constant Error of Day FU,2ýý31.55 C2ý4

First Submovement Target Distance f(3,6)-27.99

Target Widtn F(2,4)-8.9.

Hand x Target Direction x Target Distance F13,6)-4.18 'Q684

Movement Time Target Distance F(3,6) e H

Target Wictn i (2,4)--.1.37
Day x Hand FU.,2)-4 .63 .7,7,

Hand x Target Direction x Target Distance F11,6E)3.19 b.•

standard Deviation of Target Distance F(7,6),525
Total Distance Hand x Target Wiatn F(2,4) 9.62 .,296

Day x Target Width ?)2,4),9.19 911QC

Target Widtn" •i),4) ,.t4 4

Constant Error of Target Direction F(1,2;=5.45 4

Complete Movement Hand x Target Wiczn 2,4; 4.9 .

Probability of Target Width

Missing Hand x Target Direction F(1,2)=6:-.6

Number of Subovementa Target Distance F)3,6)-41.8 .

initiation Time Target Distance F(3,6)--'.78 .1-13

Target Width F(2,4)-1i.62 .3216

Day x Target Width F(2,4)}26.94

approached significance (p<.10)
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Experiment #2

Dlei,.nden~t Measure Sin fhmt tffscts F-Valu Si_•r

Initiation Time Target Distance 4'(3 9 •.

Precue F(5, "t)) .

Day x Precue

Hand x "areejo Direction x Tax • e cstance ,92.t ,4

First Suemovemnt Target D'sta.nce,

Time Precue -3. ,

Standard Deviation of Target Distance F(3 9 -29.32

First Submovement Hand x Target Direction F '(,3;-:2.33 39

Hand x Target Direction X Target Distance FIi,9)-3.8'

Constant Error of Target Distance (3,9j=i,

First Submovement Precue iI-• 2. 9"

Movement Time Target Distance H3,9-3.6 ,

Hand x Precue F(5,5>2.5i

Hand x Target Direction x Target Distance F(3,9)-3,77 .C53'.

Probability of Missing Target Distance F(3,9•-i0.29 .0129

Number of Subovoemnts Target Distance F13,9}=83.37

Hand x Target Direction x Target Distance F(3,9)-6.74

approached significance (p_<.iCl
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Experiment #3
flaepdpnt I~eata,. alpeni•Icn• 7ffpc, r-.vhlu Sp

Initiation Time Precue F(4,12)-8.66

First Submovemont Time Target DIstancc4

Standard Deviation of
First Submovemont Target Distance F(3,9)-c4.6a . c.

Constant Error of Target Distance F(3,9)-2C.23
First Submovement Precue Ft4,2)-3.42

Target Distance x Precue FC,2.36)-2.cs ,c4•
Hand X Target Direction' Fc,3i-a.97

Movement Time Target istance

Standard Deviation of
Total Distance Day x Prec.e ,2) 3 Ac. • . 34

Constant Error of Target D1stance (.1, 9) -J. 18
Complete Moregunt

Niumber of Submov,.mnts Target Distance F13, 9;-13.5 .
Hand x Precue F(4,22)-3.3c .

Probability of Missing Precue F(4,12)-5.47
Hand x Precue F(4,12)-3.87

approached signiticance (pL.ic)
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Experiment #4

fl.*ndant• Ma~ur. .... Sinfael t zffa ... F-VThIa.

Initiation Tim* Precue -22.34

First SubmovQemnt Target Distance FJ3,12)-19.99 .Oco:

Time Hand x Target Dlrectlon x Target Distance Ff3, '21-3.14 3

Standard Deviation of Target Distance F(3, 2hK3.60 .000

First 01,m ovent Hand x Target Distance F(3, 2)-3.S9 ,-4t

Hand x Target Distance x Target Direction FO3,12)-2.95 .Zl0

Constant Error of Target Distance Ff3,12L-29.5

First Subm vement Precue F(4,16)-3.45 C32ý

Target Distance x Precue F(i2,481-2.29 .02:.

Hand x Target Direction F(1,4)-6.22 .c6j:

Movement Time Target Distance F(3,12)-25.4, .00:

Hand x Target Direction F(ii)ýi2.1: .:24

Standard Deviation of

Total Distance Hand 1,4•;.c9 .29

Constant Error of

Complete Movement Precue F(4,",6)3.3- .C3(4

Number of Sukxmovements Target Distance F(3,12)-25.82 .002.

Hand x Target Direction F(1,4)-5.65 .0,6;

Hand x Target Direction x Target Distance F(3, 2)=3.9 ,

Probability of Missing Hand x Precue F(4,16)-2.36 .096•

= approached significance (ps,10)
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APPENDIX B: THE TUKEY TEST

The Tukey test is a multiple-comparison procedure based on the
studentized-range statistic. The procedure, often called the HSD (honestly
significant difference) test, determines the critical value for all possible
pair-wise comparisons between means while maintaining the experiment-wise
error rate (aE) at the pre-established a level (Montgomery, 1984). The null
hypothesis in this case is that all population means are equal (Ho: Pi = Pj
for i ý j). The test statistic is dT, which is computed with the formula:

dT = qT(MS/A) 1/ 2 /(s) 1/2

where qT is the appropriate entry in the table of the studentized range
statistic, MSs /A is the error term from the overall analysis of variance, and
s is the sample size for each group. The value of qT is determined by the
number of degrees of freedom in the error term (dferror), r the number of
treatment means, and aE (the error rate chosen for the Tukey test) [Keppel,
1982]. The value of d T is compared to the difference between each pair of
means. An example of this procedure (Keppel, 1982) is provided below.

Levels
(Ordered by size of treatment means)
a3  a 2  a4 a5  aI

MEANS 7.11 7.89 8.78 11.44 12.78

A3 = 7.11 - .78 1.67 4.33 5.67

A2 = 7.89 - .89 3.55 4.89

A4 = 8.78 - 2.66 4.00

A5 = 11.44 - 1.34

A1 = 12.78

For purposes of example, let us assume that the value of qT has been
found to be equal to 4.04, that each of the means in the table were based on
nine samples, and that the error term from the analysis of variance is 13.22.
The calculated value of d T would then be:

dT = (4.04)(13.22)1/2/(9)1/2 = 4.90.

Checking back at the table of means on the previous page reveals that only the
largest difference (that between A1 and A3 ) exceeds the critical value of the
Tukey test and is significant (Keppel, 1982).

In practice, the Tukey test is more conservative (maintains a smaller
type 1 error rate) than either the Newman-Keuls or Duncan tests, and is thus
less powerful than either of these procedures. It is somewhat more powerful
than the Scheff6 test for pairwise comparisons, but less powerful for complex
contrasts.
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The studentized-range distributions cited on the previous page are
developed by drawing k random samples from the same population and determining
the difference between the hiqhest and lowest of the sample means. Dividing
these differences by (MSw/n) develops underlying distributions similar to
that of the t-statistic. The n in the equation is the group sample size for
all k groups (Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 1979).
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